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CARA on the ground in Dilley, funded by CLINIC, also volunteered in Artesia and then moved from Ohio to south Texas to take on this work. A small staff oversees weekly teams of anywhere from three to fifteen volunteers, including attorneys, paralegals, interpreters, graduate students, law students, and clergy. The volunteers pay their own airfare and lodging, and dedicate an average of 19 hours a day for a full week. The volunteers, as a group, see as many as 80 to 100 clients a day. Volunteers, whose knowledge of asylum law varies widely, are trained for 3.5 hours before entering the facility and are then thrust into the role of decision-maker, acting as the primary representative for a given client, going through the intake interview, uploading relevant documents to the database, and preparing affidavits, motions, bond documents, and letters of support, all while struggling with slow Wi-Fi hotspots, a sluggish printer/scanner, and no cell phone access. The volunteers have also lost valuable time hauling files and supplies in and out of the facility in a Radio Flyer wagon at the beginning and end of each day because there is no secure on-site attorney workspace.

The CARA project currently assists clients in preparing for credible fear and reasonable fear interviews, review of credible/reasonable fear determinations, full intake interviews following positive credible/reasonable fear findings, and custody redetermination hearing preparations. A single volunteer will work as many as 40 to 50 cases in a week before passing the load to the incoming group. All of the work product and supporting documentation are centralized in the database, so that, as one volunteer put it, if anyone is bitten by a rattlesnake, someone else can easily pick up where the last volunteer left off. As time passes and some of the women reach their merits hearings, former CARA volunteers have offered to continue to represent the clients they saw while in south Texas. The network of former volunteers, having dispersed back to their home offices, continues to play a role in representing the detained women and children, either in using the database to remotely access files, draft motions, and file documents before the Immigration Judge, or in providing assistance to women who make bond and are released pending their merits hearing. There is a remote bond team coordinated out of Connecticut, a translation team coordinated out of Los Angeles, and a private practitioner in Miami who prints and files court documents every day. Despite these challenges, this network of remote attorneys, facing overwhelming logistical and economic hurdles, and compelled by the difficult and worsening conditions detainees face, is growing.

v. American Gateways

American Gateways conducts the Legal Orientation Program at both Karnes and Dilley. The organization has been involved with providing know-your-rights presentations at detention facilities in South Texas for many years. When the new family detention centers opened, the Department of Justice needed to expand its programming to those sites, and American Gateways began providing general legal orientation to the new arrivals. Staff attorneys provide a general overview of the immigration process, put on pro se workshops focused on bond hearings, merits hearings, asylum issues, and more. The attendees can also request short, individual sessions with the American Gateways attorneys, at which time the detainees are screened for possible pro bono referral. Most of those screened referrals are directed to the CARA attorneys. Some are directed to private pro bono attorneys in San Antonio and Austin with whom American Gateways works. Dozens of orientations have taken place both at Karnes and Dilley. More than 1400 detainees have attended the LOP sessions at Karnes and Dilley since the surge of border-crossings began last summer. American Gateways has a staff of just 20 people, yet between their various programs they serve facilities with more than 5000 detainees.
vi. Human Rights First

In working with national law firms, Human Rights First recognized the outstanding need to coordinate nationally among the various efforts beginning around the country. The organization learned from various stakeholders that there was a need for facilitation of communication and coordination among the national law firms, bar associations and legal services providers that were striving to expand their efforts to address the representation gaps facing families with children.

As initiated by the Association of Pro Bono Counsel (APBCo), Human Rights First launched weekly national stakeholder teleconference calls which have grown to include more than 90 participants. Out of this effort, as well as a detailed letter to Vice President Biden outlining the numerous hurdles to engaging in the same pro bono representation he specifically called for in last year's White House meeting, grew regular meetings with the White House Office of Public Engagement. These meetings provide a reliable forum at which the legal community's now-coordinated voice can raise issues with representatives from the White House, the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Justice, the Executive Office for Immigration Review, and others. Chaired by Human Rights First, these meetings have proven to be a valuable opportunity to discuss ways to overcome the many hurdles to pro bono representation.

Human Rights First also quickly raised funds to expand its capacity to provide pro bono representation to non-detained families and children through its offices in New York, Houston and Washington DC. The organization hired a total of nine new staff members, including three attorneys, three paralegals, and three social workers. With this new staff, Human Rights First is providing direct representation and also recruiting, training, and mentoring pro bono attorneys. Human Rights First has sent legal staff to Artesia, Karnes, Dilley and Berks to assist with legal counsel and representation, and its family clients include some who were held at family detention facilities as well as some who were released by CBP at the border.

B. The Response of Large Private Law Firms

Major private law firms have also been involved in meeting the growing demand for representation of detained families. Despite many obstacles, numerous firms have launched significant efforts to respond effectively to family detention. A few firms have initiated major pro bono representation projects.

The national law firm of Jones Day rented a small office in Artesia and began sending teams of five lawyers per week, adding to the ongoing pro bono representation being provided by the AILA-AIC Project. Their initial charge was to help with screening, but the mission soon turned to full representation of some of the families screened by AILA volunteers. A retired firm partner came out of his retirement to manage the effort, working closely with the firm's pro bono partner/APBCo member and an administrative assistant who was instrumental in collecting the data included in the Innovation Law Labs database. When the Artesia facility closed, Jones Day transferred the focus of its efforts largely to the women and children detained in Dilley. One attorney worked full-time for eight months on the cases accepted for representation. Teams were formed to share responsibilities on many additional files. In all, Jones Day has taken on more than 100 clients either detained at, or after release from, the detention facilities in Artesia, Dilley, and Karnes. The firm has shouldered large out-of-pocket expenses to have teams on the ground in south Texas and to send attorneys to Miami, where the Dilley cases are now being heard. At the urging of firm leadership, Jones Day continues to accept new matters on a weekly basis. To date, the firm has litigated six cases to final status, prevailing for their clients in each instance.

With an office in San Antonio, the firm of Akin Gump was in a unique position to respond to the family detention crisis. Focusing its efforts on Karnes, the firm began to pursue release from detention for its new clients there and to support a larger network of pro bono attorneys handling custody cases. The firm rented office space near the facility and assigned a recently admitted lawyer to work full-time at the Karnes detention center.
CARA on the ground in Dilley, funded by CLINIC, also volunteered in Artesia and then moved from Ohio to south Texas to take on this work. A small staff oversees weekly teams of anywhere from three to fifteen volunteers, including attorneys, paralegals, interpreters, graduate students, law students, and clergy. The volunteers pay their own airfare and lodging, and dedicate an average of 19 hours a day for a full week. The volunteers, as a group, see as many as 80 to 100 clients a day. Volunteers, whose knowledge of asylum law varies widely, are trained for 3.5 hours before entering the facility and are then thrust into the role of decision-maker, acting as the primary representative for a given client, going through the intake interview, uploading relevant documents to the database, and preparing affidavits, motions, bond documents, and letters of support, all while struggling with slow Wi-Fi hotspots, a sluggish printer/scanner, and no cell phone access. The volunteers have also lost valuable time hauling files and supplies in and out of the facility in a Radio Flyer wagon at the beginning and end of each day because there is no secure on-site attorney workspace.

The CARA project currently assists clients in preparing for credible fear and reasonable fear interviews, review of credible/reasonable fear determinations, full intake interviews following positive credible/reasonable fear findings, and custody redetermination hearing preparations. A single volunteer will work as many as 40 to 50 cases in a week before passing the load to the incoming group. All of the work product and supporting documentation are centralized in the database, so that, as one volunteer put it, if anyone is bitten by a rattlesnake, someone else can easily pick up where the last volunteer left off. As time passes and some of the women reach their merits hearings, former CARA volunteers have offered to continue to represent the clients they saw while in south Texas. The network of former volunteers, having dispersed back to their home offices, continues to play a role in representing the detained women and children, either in using the database to remotely access files, draft motions, and file documents before the Immigration Judge, or in providing assistance to women who make bond and are released pending their merits hearing. There is a remote bond team coordinated out of Connecticut, a translation team coordinated out of Los Angeles, and a private practitioner in Miami who prints and files court documents every day. Despite these challenges, this network of remote attorneys, facing overwhelming logistical and economic hurdles, and compelled by the difficult and worsening conditions detainees face, is growing.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines the United States Government’s response to the increase in arrivals of Central American mothers with young children at our southwestern border during the summer of 2014. Although it touches briefly on the causes of this migration and the resulting claims for protection the families are making, the report concentrates primarily on the decision by the federal government to engage in large-scale detention of parents and their children in prison-like facilities, and the initially-stated rationale of deterrence as support for that action.

The report reviews the history of family detention, acknowledging Native American and Japanese internment and the operation of Ellis and Angel Islands, as well as the development of the Hutto family immigration detention facility in Texas in 2006. The report describes the current use of family detention in Karnes City and Dilley, Texas and Berks County, Pennsylvania. The report demonstrates that periodic migration of families is not new but wholly predictable and that detention of families in penal settings has been rejected previously by both courts and policymakers, as recently as the abandonment of family detention at the Hutto facility in 2009. It concludes that the return to family detention in Artesia, New Mexico, last year and as it exists today in the remaining three “Family Residential Centers” violates applicable laws, standards, and human rights norms.

The report does not focus on current conditions in family detention, which are of grave concern but about which much has been written elsewhere. Rather, this report concentrates on the government’s decision as a policy matter to detain women and children fleeing to the United States to seek protection. It concludes that the dramatic build-up of family detention centers and the practice of detaining families in jail-like settings are at odds with the presumption of liberty that should apply and the limited permissible goals of civil detention. Additionally, detention necessarily impinges on the families’ due process right to access to counsel for legal information and representation, and in turn negatively impacts their ability to pursue legal relief based on the merits of their claims.

This report concludes by urging the U.S. Government, and the Department of Homeland Security in particular, to carry out the Department’s core mission of national emergency planning and preparedness by better anticipating and equipping itself to cope with inevitable migration exigencies whenever they recur without resorting to unnecessary detention. It reminds us that detention should be imposed only as a last resort and under the least restrictive means possible, particularly for vulnerable populations such as families with children most of whom are asylum seekers.

This report recommends that the government undertake several key reforms, including the following: 1) Immediately release families held at the Berks, Dilley, and Karnes family detention facilities, cease expansion of the facilities, and do not renew their contracts for family detention; 2) Permanently abandon deterrence-based detention policies; 3) Adopt a presumption against detention and treat release into the community as the general rule, particularly in the case of families, children, and asylum seekers; 4) When release into the community alone is insufficient, employ an objective risk assessment to identify the least restrictive means of achieving the goals of ensuring appearance at hearings and protection of the community, using electronic monitoring and cash bonds only where demonstrably necessary in individual cases; 5) Establish and adhere to clear standards of care that include unique provisions for families and children that do not follow a penal model; and 6) Ensure meaningful access to legal information and representation for all families subjected to detention at every stage of their immigration proceedings. Full detailed recommendations are found at the end of this report.
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As this report was being finalized, the Hon. Dolly Gee of the United States District Court for the Central District of California, ruled that the family immigration detention practices at the facilities located in Karnes City and Dilley, Texas, as well as in Berks County, Pennsylvania, violated the settlement agreement reached in 1997 in the case of Flores v. Meese (described below). The court held that the continued detention of immigrant children was improper and that accompanying mothers should be released to secure the rights of the children to be free from detention, absent a finding that the women posed a danger or a likelihood of fleeing the jurisdiction of the immigration court. Judge Gee ordered the United States Government to show cause why the court's order should not take effect within 90 days, a result that could largely end current family detention practices. The court found government practices, conditions of confinement, and failure to abide by the terms of the 18 year old settlement to be “deplorable.” While we note the importance of this late-breaking development, we consider the issues, analysis and recommendations laid out in this report to be as relevant as before Judge Gee’s ruling.

Under U.S. law, most of the families in detention qualify to apply for protection in the form of asylum. Some cannot apply for asylum because of a previous deportation and can only apply for a related form of relief known as “withholding of removal.” In either case, the applicant for relief must usually meet the international law definition of “refugee.” “Refugee” status requires a showing of persecution on account of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership in a particular social group. Withholding of removal protection is also available under the Convention against Torture for individuals who would be subjected to torture upon return to the home country even if not on account of a protected ground. Some of the detained children and/or their parents may qualify for other forms of relief, such as U visas for victims of certain crimes committed in the United States and Special Immigrant Juvenile Status for children who have been abandoned, abused, or neglected by a parent.1

During the summer of 2014, scores of children traveled north from Central America, often with their mothers and often fleeing horrific gang-sponsored and intimate family violence against which their governments had failed to provide protection. As gang-perpetrated murders and violence against women and children proliferated in Central America, thousands of family units came to the southwest border of the United States seeking protection in this country. In federal fiscal year 2014 alone, the U.S. Border Patrol apprehended 68,445 children and parents traveling together at the United States-Mexico border.2

1 See INA §§ 208 (provisions on asylum), 241(b)(3)(B) (provisions on withholding of removal); 101(a)(42)(A) (refugee definition); see also INA §§ 101(a)(15)(U) (U visa), 101(a)(27)(B). The international refugee definition, which has been codified in U.S. law, is set forth in the U.N. Convention on the Status of Refugees, July 28, 1951, 189 U.N.T.S. 150 (hereinafter “Refugee Convention”), extended by the Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees, Jan. 31, 1967, 19 U.S.T. 6223, 606 U.N.T.S. 267 (hereinafter “Refugee Protocol”), which entered into force for the United States on Nov. 1, 1968, through accession to the Refugee Protocol. For purposes of this report, we will refer to individuals seeking asylum or related relief as “asylum-seekers,” whether they are technically applying for asylum or withholding of removal, except in the few instances where the distinction between the two forms of relief is relevant. We will also refer to asylum claims and the law of asylum, rather than making distinctions between the various related forms of relief unless specifically relevant.

I. THE HISTORY OF FAMILY DETENTION

While the government renewed and expanded its use of family detention in response to the 2014 crisis, the policy of detaining children and their parents during the pendancy of their immigration proceedings is not new. It is important to understand the history of family detention in the United States to evaluate its current use.


5 The report offers only a brief description of the models that developed for delivery of pro bono legal services at the facilities, as these efforts are not the focus of this report and are well documented elsewhere. See, e.g., Stephen Manning, Ending Artesia (Jan. 2015), https://innovationlawlab.org/the-artesia-report/.
In 1997, the *Flores v. Meese* lawsuit, involving the rights of children in immigration custody, resulted in a settlement stipulating that children waiting for a determination of removal or relief be placed in the “least restrictive setting.” Under the settlement, minors were to be released to the care of their parents or other family members whenever possible, and if not, were to be placed in foster homes or licensed facilities. These licensed facilities were to be operated in accord with age-appropriate policies and programs.

A. First Family Detention Facilities

The U.S. Government has a long and painful history of detaining families. Examples include the internment of Native American families, the detention of immigrant families on Ellis and Angel Islands, internments of families of U.S. citizens and immigrants during World War I and World War II, and the detention of Cuban and Haitian immigrant families in Florida and Guantánamo Bay.

The most directly relevant portion of the story of family detention practices in the United States begins in the 1980s during increased refugee flows from Cuba, Haiti and Central America. During this period, the number of unaccompanied and accompanied children from Central America seeking asylum in the United States dramatically increased. The government generally responded by releasing children to a parent or legal guardian and then holding any remaining children in border detention facilities and tent shelters, without access to education, health care, or legal services. For a time, entire families of Central American migrants were housed in large-scale detention facility in Laredo, Texas, operated by the Corrections Corporation of America. See *Charles H. Logan, Private Prisons: Cons and Pros* 23 (1990).

In 1997, the *Flores v. Meese* lawsuit, involving the rights of children in immigration custody, resulted in a settlement stipulating that children waiting for a determination of removal or relief be placed in the “least restrictive setting.” This agreement was intended to protect the rights of minors in immigration custody and ensure their well-being. Under the settlement, minors were to be released to the care of their parents or other family members whenever possible, and if not, they were to be placed in foster homes or licensed facilities. These purportedly child-friendly licensed facilities were to be operated in accord with age-appropriate policies and programs. Subsequently, the care of unaccompanied minors was transferred legislatively to the Office of Refugee Resettlement within the Department of Health and Human Services. Following implementation of the settlement, detained family units composed of...
children and parents were generally released together on their own recognizance, pending a hearing before an immigration judge. These practices were consistent with both the prior practice favoring release of children to their parents and the terms of the Flores settlement. In 1996, through enactment of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act and the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act, Congress made significant changes to U.S. immigration law. Among other amendments adversely affecting families, these changes included creation of an “expedited removal” process and expansion of the categories of persons subject to mandatory detention. One measure taken by immigration authorities to increase available detention space under the new legislative framework was to convert a county nursing home in Berks County, Pennsylvania, into the Berks County Family Residential Center (“Berks”) in March 2001. The 84-bed facility was intended to temporarily detain migrant families undergoing administrative immigration proceedings and those subject to mandatory detention. The facility is owned and operated by Berks County pursuant to the terms of a contract with the federal government’s immigration agencies.

Berks held both parents and their minor children, arguably to encourage parental contact with their children. This objective was undercut by governmental policy that regulated the adults’ authority to parent their children while detained and by decision-making regarding releases and the unavailability of legal counsel, which contributed to longer stays. At the same time, the facility also had a number of beneficial attributes for short-term stays, including a physical plant and programs that supported the nutritional, health care, educational, and recreational needs of the residents.

B. Detention Policy Changes After 9/11

In the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, the U.S. Government once again fortified immigration law enforcement, resulting in further changes to family detention policies. Congress passed the Homeland Security Act in 2002, creating the Department of Homeland Security (“DHS”) and establishing Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) as a new entity within DHS charged with immigration enforcement. Expedited removal proceedings were soon expanded to apply to certain asylum-seekers crossing U.S. land borders, among others. In addition, detention became the preferred

19 Interview with Dora Schriro, based on her field notes as former Senior Advisor to DHS Secretary Napolitano (on file with the authors).
management strategy. These changes in policies and practices disproportionately impacted families.

The pre-9/11 policy that favored release whenever possible for families who had been apprehended together, or, alternatively, to detain the adults and their children together as a family unit when release was not feasible, was largely abandoned. Increasingly, in its place, parents were separated from their children as well as from one another and detained by ICE. The children, including infants and toddlers, were sent to facilities operated by the Department of Health and Human Services’ Office of Refugee Resettlement. The involuntary separation of parents from their children had the effect of rendering the children “unaccompanied” for legal purposes.22

Ultimately, some in Congress came to focus on these harsh practices. In 2005, the House Appropriations Committee noted the negative impacts and directed DHS to stop separating families, stating:

The Committee expects DHS to release families or use alternatives to detention such as the Intensive Supervised Appearance Program whenever possible. When detention of family units is necessary, the Committee directs DHS to use appropriate detention space to house them together.23

C. The Berks and Hutto Family Detention Centers

Despite the Congressional directive, DHS did not release more families or increase its use of alternatives to detention. Instead, DHS expanded its secure capacity to detain more families together. In May 2006, ICE opened a second and much larger facility for families, the 512-bed T. Don Hutto Family Residential Center (“Hutto”) in Taylor, Texas.24 The facility held mothers and fathers and their children. Neither its physical plant and programs nor its policies and practices were family-friendly. Movement was limited within the facility and access to the outdoors curtailed. Initially children received only one hour of education a day. Furthermore, there were reoccurring reports of medical and mental health issues, notably sustained weight loss and depression.25

Congress quickly concluded that Hutto, a former medium security prison for adult male inmates, had continued to operate like an adult correctional facility, contrary to the House Appropriations Committee’s prior instruction. Congress criticized both Berks and Hutto, noting that although Berks was more “homelike” than Hutto, it also failed to afford the least restrictive setting, as required for children by the Flores settlement.26

In March 2007, the ACLU and other parties challenged ICE’s enforcement practices, arguing that the use of the Hutto facility to detain children and families violated the rights of the detained minors. The lawsuit charged that children were being separated impermissibly from their parents, detained illegally, and treated as prisoners, contrary to the January 1997 settlement agreement in Flores v. Meese.27 The plaintiffs further alleged that ICE’s actions conflicted with Congress’s repeated instructions to DHS to: (1) keep immigrant families together whenever possible; and (2) either release the families or use various alternatives to detention. Finally, the action sought to enforce the policy that when detention was absolutely necessary, detained families were to be placed together in normalized settings. In August 2007, ICE entered into a settlement agreement with the plaintiffs.28 Among a number of

27 Compl. for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief at 2-4, In re Hutto Family Detention Ctr., No. 07-cv-164-SS.
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measures, ICE agreed to utilize Hutto as a placement of last resort, improve the physical plant and its policies and procedures so it was less like a prison, professionalize the workforce, regularly review detainees’ eligibility for reassignment to less restrictive settings, and adopt transparent operating standards.

As advocate, media and congressional attention continued to increase, DHS undertook a comprehensive assessment of detention policy and practices early in 2009, with the goals of reducing reliance on detention and improving the efficiency and effectiveness of ICE.31 Among the first steps taken was the removal of all families from Hutto. As many as possible were released; the rest were transferred to Berks. After the last of the families were transferred in September 2009, Hutto was re-commissioned as an all-female, adults-only facility.32

D. Policy and Practice in 2009

The findings of the system-wide assessment of detention policy and practice were summarized in a report that DHS released in October 2009. The report also included recommendations that laid the groundwork for a number of reforms that DHS announced around the time of its release. These positive reforms were directed to all immigration detainees, including special populations, most notably, women, children, families, asylum-seekers, the aged, ill and infirm, and other vulnerable individuals.33

A mother and her children, a son, about 13 years of age, and a daughter, about 8 years old, presented themselves to border patrol agents along the Texas-Mexico border. They were seeking asylum. A local gang had attempted to recruit the boy and he resisted. The gang then threatened to kill him and his family. His mother sought protection from the local police and they refused to help them. They were assigned to the T. Don Hutto facility in Texas, which was used at that time to detain families, where they stayed for months without knowing the name of the ICE agent responsible for their case or the status of their request for protection.
The report’s principal findings emphasized the importance of: (1) premising the detention system upon the likelihood of eligibility for relief and a presumption of release into the community as the rule rather than the exception, with objective risk assessment leading to the use of the least restrictive means to achieve compliance with attendance at immigration proceedings in cases where release alone was insufficient; (2) where detention is required, establishing clear standards of care that include unique provisions for special populations, including families, that do not follow a penal model, and with systematic independent monitoring of conditions for compliance; (3) ensuring meaningful access to legal materials and counsel to inform and expedite decision-making; and (4) acknowledging the probability of periodic influxes in migrant families seeking status resulting in a need to develop viable plans and preparedness to accommodate changes by means other than detention or release with stringent supervision requirements.

Through its response to the increased migration of children and families in 2014, as explained below, the government’s advancements made in 2009 have been largely eroded. Those who “cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it.”

II. CHALLENGES PRESENTED BY MIGRANT FAMILIES ARRIVING AT THE SOUTHWESTERN U.S. BORDER IN SUMMER 2014

The significant increase in the number of children and families arriving at the southwest border from Central America in 2014, labeled a “surge” by some in the U.S. Government and the media, garnered national attention and an immediate governmental response. Overall, unlawful crossings at the southwestern border were at an historic low, but the increased number of children and families presented unique challenges. In addition, for the first time since record-keeping began in 1992, less than half of the arrivals were natives of Mexico. Instead, many of the women and children were fleeing violence in Central America’s Northern Triangle, consisting of Honduras, Guatemala, and El Salvador, and were seeking safety and protection in the United States.

34 This quote is attributed to George Santayana, who was born in Madrid, Spain in 1863 and died in Rome, Italy in 1952. He was a philosopher, essayist, poet and novelist.
35 Preston & Archibald, supra note 3.
37 U.S. Border Patrol, Southwest Border Sectors: Family Unit and Unaccompanied Alien Children (0-17) Apprehensions FY 14 Compared to FY 13, supra note 2.
A. Reasons for the Increase in Migrants from Central America in Summer 2014

The increase in border crossings by mothers arriving with children, as well as by unaccompanied minors, from the Northern Triangle arose from three major factors: (1) increased gang and other violence; (2) extreme poverty; and (3) a desire for family reunification. Violence seemed the single most important motivation, even for those who also cited one of the other factors. Those who traveled to reunite with family members already in the United States often reported that the growing violence at home influenced their decision to make the journey during that particular year. In interviews with unaccompanied children from El Salvador who were apprehended in Mexico and deported, 61% of boys and 58% of girls cited crime, gang threats, or violence as a reason for leaving home. Notably, there has been no significant pattern of arrivals to the United States of families from Nicaragua, which has not experienced the same level of violence as the countries of the Northern Triangle, despite its geographic proximity to those troubled nations and even higher levels of poverty.

Gangs in the Northern Triangle are known for engaging in forced recruitment, extortion and kidnapping, and sexual violence. Children and adolescents are particularly at risk, as gangs target young boys for involuntary recruitment and young girls to be gang-member “girlfriends,” frequently resulting in instances of sexual assault. Thus, many families made the decision to seek safety in the United States when the mothers concluded that they no longer could protect their children at home. Other mothers and their children were fleeing domestic and gender-based persecution, which is common in the Northern Triangle, and often linked to gang and societal violence. In Guatemala, the second most common category of crime is violence against women. Abuse and “femicide,” defined as murder for gender-related motives, occurs frequently as a result of misogyny, as part of gang rituals, and within intimate relationships. Homicide rates in the Northern Triangle are among the highest in the world, with Guatemala, El Salvador, and Honduras consistently reporting three of the five highest national murder rates.

---

38 ELIZABETH KENNEDY, AMERICAN IMMIGRATION COUNCIL, NO CHILDHOOD HERE: WHY CENTRAL AMERICAN CHILDREN ARE FLEEING THEIR HOMES 1 (July 1, 2014), http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/docs/no_childhood_here_why_central_american_children_are_fleeing_their_homes_final.pdf.
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41 Kennedy, supra note 38.
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Propelled by this horrific violence, families and children left Central America in increasingly larger numbers during 2014. By the end of the federal fiscal year on September 30, 2014, more than 68,000 women and children, traveling as families, had been apprehended by U.S. authorities at the border between the United States and Mexico, not infrequently after turning themselves in to the authorities immediately after crossing into the United States. The influx of families slowed after the summer of 2014 and is down 55% in federal fiscal year 2015 as compared with the same time period in 2014. The drop-off in the number of women and children entering the United States through its border with Mexico was likely caused by a number of factors including cyclical trends, a public relations campaign in Central America intended to deter immigration, and an increase in deportations by Mexico of transiting migrants. However, the government has continued to maintain and expand its family detention capacity. Since the summer of 2014, more than five thousand women and children, most with asylum claims, have been detained in family detention centers while awaiting immigration proceedings to determine their right to remain in the country.

B. The Administration’s Response

In the summer of 2014, the White House designated the Federal Emergency Management Agency (“FEMA”), an agency of DHS, to organize and coordinate a federal response to the increase in arrivals of unaccompanied children and families at the U.S.-Mexico border. Because so many of the arriving children and families potentially were entitled to asylum and related protection under U.S. law, the Administration faced the difficult prospect of responding to calls to stop unlawful migration while at the same time addressing the rapidly-unfolding humanitarian crisis on the southwestern border of the United States.

President Barack Obama asked Congress for emergency funds of almost $4 billion to address the situation. The Administration intended to use part of the proposed funding to expedite deportation proceedings by increasing the capacity of the immigration courts to quickly adjudicate claims. In addition, the Administration planned to dedicate a significant portion of the proposed supplemental funding to accommodate increased detention of migrant families. While the Administration did not receive the requested funding, it nonetheless proceeded to implement widespread detention of families of Central American asylum-seekers. Simultaneously, the Vice President of the United States invited more than 50 attorneys from major private law firms, legal services organizations, and advocacy groups to the White House to discuss the legal community’s response to the immigration crisis evolving at the United States-Mexico border. As DHS moved quickly toward large-scale detention and swift deportation of Central American families, the Vice President urged the legal community to increase its collective efforts to provide counsel to Central American migrants, focusing particularly on unaccompanied children. Several weeks earlier the Vice President had delivered a similar message in a small meeting at the White House to a group of attorneys from the Association of Pro Bono Counsel (“APBCo”). No government funding or other support was made available to facilitate pro bono representation of Central American families.


2. The Opening and Closing of Artesia

At the end of June 2014, ICE opened the Artesia Family Detention Center in the southeast corner of New Mexico to supplement the existing family detention capacity at the Berks facility. The Artesia facility was redesigned to house close to 700 family members in repurposed federal law enforcement training barracks on federally-owned land. The facility was managed and operated by the federal government. It held only children and their mothers; no fathers were permitted at Artesia.

According to immigration officials, Artesia was opened with the goal of quickly moving Central American families through the removal process and ensuring deportation if ordered at the end of that process. Within five weeks of opening, more than 200 women and children had been deported back to the Northern Triangle.

Artesia quickly faced an onslaught of criticism. The first pro bono lawyers arriving at Artesia described it as “ground zero for the evisceration of due process.” Those attorneys reported that critical government screening interviews, the essential predicate to proceeding with an asylum claim rather than facing immediate deportation, were conducted by government officials at a pace of no fewer than 20 interviews a day, seven days a week. This process was so rapid that the only government-approved on-site provider of legal orientation programs, and the few early-arriving pro bono attorneys, could not present basic legal information quickly and often enough to help the many families who needed that background before going into the government screening interviews.
There were no immigration lawyers in Artesia when the family detention facility opened. The nearest attorneys were a 3.5 hour drive away. Exacerbating the situation, the families had no access to telephone land lines. The handbook furnished to the detained women stated that they “should have access to flip phones held by guards three times a day,” but families reported that they were “only allowed one 3-5 minute call each day and that if the children misbehaved, everyone lost access to phones.” Attorneys were prohibited from bringing phones into the lone trailer where they could meet with clients, which had no telephone lines either.

Legal volunteers who made it to the facility faced the challenging task of assisting hundreds of families despite the availability of little funding and no infrastructure. Lawyers volunteering at the center voiced concerns that the Administration was manipulating the system to quickly deport every family without regard to eligibility for asylum. They pointed to the passage rate for credible fear screening interviews, which was significantly below the national average. Meanwhile, for those receiving a bond, bond amounts were set at five times the national average. The facility was referred to as a “deportation mill.”

Within six months of operation, amidst increasing publicity about serious due process and conditions problems at the facility, Artesia was closed on December 15, 2014. ICE officials stated that the center had been opened on a temporary basis and indicated that, with fewer families entering the country, it was the appropriate time to transition to less isolated and better designed facilities. The families still detained at Artesia at the time of its closure were sent to the facilities in either Karnes City, Texas, or in Dilley, Texas.

3. The Conversion of Karnes Civil Detention Center to a Family Facility and its Expansion

At the beginning of August 2014, DHS began to utilize a large immigration detention facility located in Karnes City, Texas, to hold families. The facility previously had been used to detain men in immigration proceedings, usually asylum-seekers. DHS rapidly repurposed the facility to hold families. As with Artesia, the Karnes facility holds only children and their mothers; no fathers are detained there. DHS changed the official name of the facility from Karnes Civil Detention Center to Karnes Residential Center (“Karnes”), but little else changed.

The facility is a secure lockdown detention center run with a rigid schedule, including set meal times, wake-up and lights-out times, and multiple body counts and room checks during the day and night. The facility is not licensed for the care of children, and the guards are not trained to address either the needs of mothers and children seeking asylum or trauma survivors.
ICE made the arrangements to detain migrants at Karnes, first adults and then families, through a contractual agreement with the Karnes County Commission. The facility is managed by GEO Group, Inc., the country’s second largest private prison corporation, also through a contract with the county.77

The Karnes facility had space to detain 532 women and children when it began holding families.78 In December 2014, after a contentious debate, the Karnes County Commission approved an expansion of the facility by an additional 626 beds, increasing its capacity to 1,158 women and children. Construction currently is underway as of the writing of this report, and the expanded facilities are scheduled to open soon.79

4. The Development of Dilley

In December 2014, in the small Texas town of Dilley, the government opened a third and ultimately even larger detention center, which now has the capacity to hold up to 2,400 mothers and children. Officially named the South Texas Family Residential Center (“Dilley”), the Dilley facility was built to replace Artesia.80 Like Artesia and Karnes, Dilley holds only children and their mothers; no fathers are detained there. The Administration stated that Dilley would “provide invaluable surge capacity should apprehensions of adults with children once again surge.”81

Critics point out that the name “Family Residential Center” belies the fact that Dilley is in fact a detention facility. Others have observed that Dilley is reminiscent of Japanese internment camps used during World War II.82 The facility was built and is operated by the Corrections Corporation of America, the country’s largest for-profit prison operator.83

C. Family Detention Custody Policies and the Deterrence Rationale

The opening of the new facilities corresponded to a change in the Administration’s policy concerning the detention of women and children awaiting the outcome of the immigration process. In the years immediately prior to the summer of 2014, almost all families arriving at the U.S. border seeking asylum were released to live in the community while their immigration hearings moved forward to determine whether the families would be granted asylum or related relief allowing them to remain in the United States.84 In June 2014, however, the Administration implemented a policy of wide-scale detention of mothers and children for the express purpose of deterring other families from seeking asylum in the United States. Concerning this “no-release” policy, Secretary of Homeland Security Jeh Johnson told Congress, “[o]ur message is clear to those who try to illegally cross our borders: you will be sent back home,” noting that “[w]e are building additional space to detain these groups and hold them until their expedited removal orders are effectuated.”85 Johnson further described this
policy as “an aggressive deterrence strategy focused on the removal and repatriation of recent border crossers.”

As a result of this policy, instead of being released, families apprehended at the border and sent to one of the family detention centers were generally put into expedited proceedings. These proceedings can result in quick deportation. Individuals placed in expedited proceedings, however, still must be allowed to bring an asylum claim before an Immigration Judge if they pass a government screening interview, demonstrating that they have a viable chance of success on the merits of their claim, thereby giving them the right to remain in the United States. Those individuals placed into removal proceedings are detained at least until they pass the screening interview, called a “credible fear interview” or “reasonable fear interview,” depending on the circumstances. Once they are placed in removal proceedings to pursue their asylum claims, such individuals are eligible for release from detention. The same eligibility for release applies to those families whom DHS never placed into expedited proceedings, which became a relatively common practice in the summer of 2015. For families eligible for release, ICE makes an initial custody determination. Subsequently, most but not all detained families may have a custody redetermination hearing before an Immigration Judge. ICE, and the Immigration Judges where jurisdiction applies, have authority under the law to order: (1) release without requirement of any bond payment; (2) release with payment of a bond; or (3) continued detention. If ordering release in its initial custody determination, ICE may also impose non-monetary conditions, such as enrollment in a supervision program.

Relying on its deterrence rationale, DHS insisted on continued detention during proceedings even after families received a favorable decision following the government screening interviews. Between June 2014 and February 2015, ICE denied release to nearly all detained families in its initial custody determination, even those who had passed their screening interviews.

When families sought review of the decision to continue detention before the Immigration Judges, ICE attorneys opposed release aggressively and argued that a “no bond” or “high bond” policy was necessary to “significantly reduce the unlawful mass migration of
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86 Id. Declarations of high-ranking immigration officials filed in court proceedings confirmed that implementation of “no bond” or “high bond” policies were intended to reduce the migration of Guatemalans, Hondurans, and Salvadorans to the United States. See Department of Homeland Security’s Submission of Documentary Evidence, AILA InfoNet Doc. No. 14080799, Aug. 7, 2014, http://www.aila.org/infonet/dhs-blanket-policy-no-release.
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ICE invoked a 2003 ruling of the Attorney General, issued in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, which authorized immigration authorities to consider deterrence considerations in making detention decisions.\(^{98}\) Notwithstanding ICE's position, for those families fortunate enough to secure counsel and proceed to a full bond hearing in court, Immigration Judges often ordered that bond be set at a level that would enable families to achieve release. However, the ICE policy of detaining for deterrence led to additional weeks and months of detention for families—even after they established viable asylum claims—while they sought review of their custody in the face of ICE's insistence on detention.\(^{99}\)

In December 2014, the ACLU and the University of Texas Law School Immigration Clinic, with pro bono counsel from the law firm of Covington & Burling LLP, brought class-action litigation challenging the categorical detention of asylum-seeking families for the purpose of deterring future migrants.\(^{100}\) On February 20, 2015, Judge Boasberg of the United States District Court for the District of Columbia issued a preliminary injunction prohibiting DHS from using deterrence as a rationale for detaining families or as a factor in custody determinations.\(^{101}\) The court reaffirmed the long-standing constitutional mandate that immigration detention is civil in nature and so must be justified by some legitimate government interest other than punishment. The judge held that depriving a family of liberty so as to deter another potential migrant likely was an impermissible use of detention. Nor, the court held, was deterrence likely to be effective at addressing any national security threat.

Shortly after the decision, DHS announced that it would abide by the preliminary injunction and would engage in individualized custody determination decisions rather than using across-the-board deterrence rationales for detention.\(^{102}\) Several months later, the agency made a formal announcement that, consistent with the preliminary injunction, it would not invoke a deterrence rationale in making detention decisions. The Administration has nonetheless continued to maintain that DHS should have the legal authority to detain for deterrence purposes in the future.\(^{103}\) In addition, as described in the attached chart, ICE continued to detain most families after their favorable screening interviews for at least some period of time and sometimes throughout their case. The agency did so by imposing high bonds as a condition for release throughout most of the last year and by refusing release altogether to certain families who were not entitled to seek review of their custody before the immigration courts. As a result, the length of detention remained significant for many families. Furthermore, the expansive buildup of family detention facilities carried out to effectuate the deterrence policy has not been dismantled.\(^{104}\)

Between the summer of 2014 and the summer of 2015, approximately 5,000 children and mothers were held together in U.S. immigration detention centers for families. More than half the children in family detention were six years old or younger. Some were breastfeeding infants, while many others were toddlers.


\(^{100}\) Id.


\(^{103}\) Id.

\(^{104}\) Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Sec., South Texas ICE Detention Facility to House Adults with Children (July 31, 2014), http://www.dhs.gov/news/2014/07/31/south-texas-ice-detention-facility-house-adults-children (stating that repurposing of Karnes to house families was part of “DHS’ sustained and aggressive campaign to stem the tide of illegal migration from Central America”); Press Release, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, ICE’s New Family Detention Center in Dilley, Texas to Open in December (Nov. 17, 2014), https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/ices-new-family-detention-center-dilley-texas-open-december (stating that the Dilley facility was part of a policy aimed at “detering others from taking the dangerous journey and illegally crossing into the United States”).
half the children in family detention were six years old or younger.108 Some have been breastfeeding infants, while many others have been toddlers.109

The majority of the family detention population has consisted of women and children asylum-seekers fleeing recent violence in El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras who have viable asylum claims.110 According to the latest data from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services Asylum Division, 88% of the families detained across the government’s three family detention facilities are found to have established a “significant possibility” of success on their asylum claims.111

Most of these detained women and children asylum-seekers have family ties in the United States.112 They have no criminal history and instead have often fled violent crime. As such, they present no threat to the United States and have strong incentives for appearing at their immigration hearings in order to pursue asylum status in the United States.113 In fact, the limited available data suggests that released families are appearing at high rates for subsequent proceedings in their cases.114

With pro bono legal advice programs in place, approximately 88% of the families detained across the government’s three family detention facilities are found to have established a “significant possibility” of success on their asylum claims.
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E. Family Detention: Changes from 2014 to 2015

The following chart summarizes the changes in the detention and treatment of detained migrant families from just prior to the summer of 2014 to July 2015.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expedited Removal?</strong></td>
<td>No; families generally not placed in expedited removal.</td>
<td>Yes; female-headed families often placed in expedited removal; some families still released after brief Customs and Border Protection (CBP) detention without placement in expedited removal</td>
<td>Yes; female-headed families often placed in expedited removal; smaller numbers released after brief CBP detention, without placement in expedited removal</td>
<td>Yes; female-headed families often placed in expedited removal; smaller numbers released after brief CBP detention, without placement in expedited removal – fewer families arriving and greater detention capacity</td>
<td>Yes but less frequent; some female-headed families placed in expedited removal while others are placed directly into immigration court proceedings to pursue asylum claims but are nonetheless detained for some period; a few families still released immediately after brief CBP detention without placement in expedited removal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mandatory Detention?</strong></td>
<td>No; release after brief CBP detention</td>
<td>Yes; if expedited removal, mandatory detention until favorable screening (Credible Fear Interview (CFI) or Reasonable Fear Interview (RFI))</td>
<td>Yes; if expedited removal, mandatory detention until favorable screening (CFI or RFI)</td>
<td>Yes; if expedited removal, mandatory detention until favorable screening (CFI or RFI)</td>
<td>Yes but for fewer; if expedited removal, mandatory detention until favorable screening (CFI or RFI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICE Custody Decision Resulting in Release (after any period of mandatory detention)?</strong></td>
<td>Reside in community with family during proceedings</td>
<td>Generally no; after favorable CFI or RFI, ICE ordered continued detention (“no bond”) in all cases</td>
<td>Generally no; after favorable CFI or RFI, ICE custody determination – • D.C. District Court prohibited ICE from considering deterrence in making determination • ICE imposed high and often categorical bonds leading to continued detention for most ($7,500 and up; $7,500 or $10,000 specifically at Karnes)</td>
<td>Yes in some cases; after favorable CFI or RFI, ICE custody determination – • ICE imposes variable bonds but they often appear arbitrary and many are still high (usually $4,000 and up) • Some families obtain release by paying ICE bond; others remain detained because of inability to pay • ICE release of some arriving and withholding-only families after extended detention periods</td>
<td>Yes in most cases; after favorable CFI or RFI or for those not placed in expedited removal, ICE custody determination results in release – • Recent announcement by DHS allows for many families to be released • Many women are not required to pay bond but are required to wear electronic monitoring devices • Some women still required to pay bond if no placement of an electronic monitoring device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Judges (IJ) Custody Review Results in Release?</td>
<td>Generally no role for IJs in custody determination in most cases since no detention or very short detention.</td>
<td>• IJ custody review for eligible cases – release on bond allowed (often high amounts initially)</td>
<td>• Release on bond generally allowed once IJ intervened in cases eligible for review – usually $2500 to $8000; some released by IJ on recognizance</td>
<td>• In cases eligible for IJ review, IJs set reasonable bonds – from recognizance to $5000 in most cases</td>
<td>• IJ custody review less common even where eligible, because DHS custody determination often results in release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No IJ review or release for RFI cases (prior deportation order)</td>
<td>• No IJ review or release for RFI cases (prior deportation order)</td>
<td>• No IJ review for RFI cases (prior deportation order)</td>
<td>• Where DHS sets a high bond, IJs continue to lower bonds in many cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No IJ review or release for “arriving aliens” (presenting at a port of entry)</td>
<td>• No IJ review or release for “arriving aliens” (presenting at a port of entry)</td>
<td>• No IJ review for “arriving aliens” (presenting at a port of entry)</td>
<td>• No IJ review for “arriving aliens” (presenting at a port of entry)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detention Centers</td>
<td>Very little family detention after 2006-2009; small facility in PA only with fewer than 100 beds</td>
<td>Artesia, New Mexico opened as large family detention facility and length of detention at Berks increased; then opening of Karnes (August 2014) and Dilley (December 2014)</td>
<td>Dilley expanded rapidly; Karnes and Berks scheduled to expand and construction underway; Artesia closed in December 2014</td>
<td>Detention of approximately 3000 mothers and children with additional expansion underway</td>
<td>New families continue to arrive at Berks, Karnes and Dilley. Expansions of Berks and Karnes nearing completion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DHS’s widespread use of detention for women and children seeking asylum in privately-run secure facilities is fundamentally incompatible with constitutional principles, basic international human rights protections, the ABA Civil Immigration Detention Standards, and other ABA guidelines.

A. Presumption Against Detention

The Supreme Court has held that civil detention should be an exception to the general principle of liberty and has established that such detention is therefore legitimate only where shown to be necessary in an individual case. In Zadvydas v. Davis, the Supreme Court confirmed that immigration detention must be understood to be civil detention and managed as such, because it is a deprivation of liberty that does not result from a criminal conviction. The Supreme Court has thus held that liberty is the rule and government detention of immigrants violates the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution unless a special justification, usually prevention of flight risk or danger, outweighs the “individual’s constitutionally protected interest in avoiding physical constraint.”

Detention must also bear a close relation to that special purpose based on an individualized determination. Under these same principles, the Flores settlement also imposes a binding obligation on the government to prioritize the possibility for release from detention where children...
are involved.\textsuperscript{120} DHS’s own standards incorporate a presumption of release from detention for at least some asylum-seekers unless there is an individualized concern of flight risk or danger that requires detention.\textsuperscript{121} Deterrence has not been accepted as a valid governmental purpose that could overcome the presumption of liberty to justify immigration or other civil detention.\textsuperscript{122}

The U.S. presumption against detention is consistent with prevailing international human rights and refugee standards, which also require a presumption against detention of migrants, particularly asylum-seekers, and permit detention only where necessary in an individual case to meet legitimate non-punitive governmental objectives.\textsuperscript{123} The United Nations Refugee Convention prohibits nations from penalizing asylum-seekers and unnecessarily restricting their movement, including through the use of immigration detention.\textsuperscript{124} The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights also prohibits arbitrary detention, as does the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.\textsuperscript{125}

The Executive Committee of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) has explicitly concluded that detention of asylum-seekers should “normally be avoided.”\textsuperscript{126} UNHCR has also promulgated Detention Guidelines, which further specifically state that “detention is an exceptional measure and can only be justified for a legitimate purpose,” such as to protect public order, public health, or national security.\textsuperscript{127} The Guidelines additionally direct that “detention is not permitted as a punitive – for example, criminal – measure or a disciplinary sanction” and admonish against the “use of prisons, jails, and facilities designed or operated as prisons or jails.”\textsuperscript{128} Finally, the UNHCR Detention Guidelines specifically establish that “detention policies aimed at deterrence are generally unlawful under international human rights law.”\textsuperscript{129}

The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights\textsuperscript{130} similarly maintains that “pre-trial detention is an exceptional measure” that is appropriate only if there is no other means to “ensure the purposes of the process and when it has been demonstrated that less damaging measures would be unsuccessful to such purposes.”\textsuperscript{131} The United Nations Human Rights Committee also has held that immigration detention “could be considered arbitrary if it is not necessary in all circumstances of the case, for example to prevent flight or interference with evidence.”\textsuperscript{132}
The ABA, too, has long opposed civil immigration detention except in extraordinary circumstances.\(^{133}\) It has additionally adopted policies specifically recommending against detention of asylum-seekers. Where release alone is not possible, the ABA supports alternatives to detention, such as release on reasonable bond or supervised release.\(^{134}\)

Consistent with these views, the ABA has developed standards for civil immigration detention that include the presumption against detention.\(^{135}\) The ABA Standards, adopted in August 2012 and amended in 2014, were developed by the ABA Commission on Immigration with assistance from various experts, including a former INS Commissioner, the Commissioner of the New York City Department of Correction, as well as leading authorities from the corrections, medical, academic, and other related fields.\(^{136}\) The ABA Standards are grounded in the ABA’s experience in advocacy and monitoring of civil immigration detention over many years.\(^ {137}\)

Because immigration detention is civil and must not be punitive, a guiding principle of the ABA Standards is that a “noncitizen should only be detained based upon an objective determination that he or she presents a threat to national security or public safety or a substantial flight risk that cannot be mitigated through parole, bond, or a less restrictive form of custody or supervision.”\(^ {138}\) Even when detention is appropriate, the ABA Standards call for regular review of decisions to begin or continue detention so as to ensure that civil detention is not used as punishment and is used only to further DHS/ICE’s goals of ensuring the migrants appear in immigration court or are removed after a final deportation decision.\(^ {139}\) The ABA Standards thus do not recognize deterrence as a permissible justification for detention. Furthermore, “any restrictions or conditions placed on noncitizens . . . should be the least restrictive, non-punitive means necessary to further these goals.”\(^ {140}\) Because they recognize that immigration detention is non-punitive and civil in nature, the ABA Standards reject the use of a criminal detention model.\(^ {141}\)

B. Special Standards for Vulnerable Populations

U.S. law and DHS’s own standards establish further special considerations regarding the detention of mothers, children, and other vulnerable migrants. The Flores settlement contains legal obligations requiring the U.S. to ensure special treatment of children.\(^ {142}\) In addition, DHS policy requires heightened consideration of custody cases involving women who are caregivers or who are nursing their very young children.\(^ {143}\)

International human rights law and ABA policy also call for heightened protections for women, children, and other vulnerable groups, recognizing that such groups have special needs and are more likely to suffer trauma as a result of detention.\(^ {144}\) The ABA Standards start from


\(^{134}\) ABA Resolution, Report No. 131, supra note 133.

\(^{135}\) ABA CIVIL IMMIGRATION DETENTION STANDARDS, supra note 116, at 4.

\(^{136}\) Id. at vii.

\(^{137}\) While there are no strict criteria governing when the ABA will adopt formal standards, they are generally enacted as a distinct form of policy closer to codes of conduct or regulatory provisions than general principles embodied in other policy resolutions.

\(^{138}\) ABA CIVIL IMMIGRATION DETENTION STANDARDS, supra note 116, at 4.

\(^{139}\) Id.

\(^{140}\) Id.

\(^{141}\) Id.

\(^{142}\) See Flores Stipulated Settlement Agreement, supra note 12.


\(^{144}\) HUMAN RIGHTS FIRST, U.S. DETENTION OF FAMILIES SEEKING ASYLUM: A ONE YEAR UPDATE, supra note 107, at 9-10 (discussing several medical and mental health studies that concluded that immigration detention is harmful to asylum seekers and in particular to children and families, even over relatively short periods of time”).
The dramatic build-up of a large-scale detention system for families over the last year, based on a deterrence rationale, stands in fundamental contradiction to the principles consistently prohibiting deterrence as a justification for detention and requiring that any use of detention for immigration purposes hew closely to a legitimate non-punitive governmental objective.

the premise that “minors and pregnant or nursing women should not be detained.” The ABA Standards also provide that ICE should not detain children except as a last resort.

The ABA Standards are consistent with U.N. standards for the treatment of women and children asylum-seekers. The UNHCR Guidelines proscribe detention for pregnant women and nursing mothers. Instead, the Guidelines recommend alternatives to detention that “take into account the particular needs of women, including safeguards against sexual and gender-based violence and exploitation.” If women must be detained, the facilities and materials should meet women’s specific hygiene needs and promote the use of female guards and wardens. The UNHCR Guidelines further state that children “should in principle not be detained at all” and establish that detention of children should only be used as a last resort. The Guidelines also mandate that “the best interests of the child shall be a primary consideration in all actions affecting children, including asylum-seeking . . . children,” even where some restriction on liberty becomes necessary.

C. Compatibility of DHS Family Detention Practices with Civil Detention Principles

DHS’s current family detention practices do not comport with ABA policy or basic constitutional and international human rights principles. The dramatic build-up of a large-scale detention system for families over the last year, based on a deterrence rationale, stands in fundamental contradiction to the principles consistently prohibiting deterrence as a justification for detention and requiring that any use of detention for immigration purposes hew closely to a legitimate non-punitive governmental objective. Even more generally, the widespread and vastly expanded use of detention for families over the last year runs directly counter to a presumption of liberty and the use of detention only in exceptional limited circumstances determined on an individual basis.

The widespread and vastly expanded use of detention for families over the last year runs directly counter to a presumption of liberty and the use of detention only in exceptional limited circumstances determined on an individual basis.

145 ABA CIVIL IMMIGRATION DETENTION STANDARDS, supra note 116, at 4.

146 Id. Other ABA standards also recommend special care for children. For example, the UAC Standards emphasize the importance of treating children “with dignity, respect and special concern” for their particular vulnerabilities. UAC Standards, supra note 133, at 9. The UAC Standards require custodial agencies and all other immigration enforcement agencies to hold as their primary concern the best interests of the child in all actions and decisions concerning the child and to treat children with dignity and respect. Id. at 12. Where detention is warranted, the UAC Standards recommend that immigration enforcement agencies keep children and their family members “together as a unit and place them in the least restrictive setting appropriate to families.” Id. at 44.

147 UNHCR Guidelines, supra note 123, at Guideline 9.3.

148 Id.

149 Id.

150 Id. at Guideline 9.2.

151 Id., see also Inter-American Comm’n on Human Rights, Report on Immigration in the United States: Detention and Due Process, supra note 123, at ¶ 15 (explaining that “the Inter-American Court adopted the principle of the ‘best interests of the child’”).
“Bernice” and her four-year-old daughter were detained for approximately three months at Dilley. They are members of the Garifuna minority ethnic group in Honduras and fled to the United States when they received threats from violent gangs. ICE refused to consider release from detention for mother and child even after they passed a credible fear screening interview allowing them to pursue an asylum claim. Eventually, an Immigration Judge and then ICE ordered release of mother and child on $5000 bond, but the family could not pay. Bernice became distressed that she and her daughter, who was ill and inconsolably sad, would remain in detention. She attempted to commit suicide. Immigration authorities separated mother and child and continued to detain both until public outcry resulted in their release without payment of a bond.

As has been repeatedly demonstrated, since the expansion of family detention in 2014, DHS policy has treated detention of families as the norm, rather than the exception. This policy was initially based on an impermissible deterrence rationale. Even once it disavowed that deterrence rationale, the government has not made individual objective determinations in these cases that the families in detention presented a flight risk, or constituted a danger, before they were detained. Once a family was placed in detention, until only recently, ICE did not consider the possibility of prompt release but instead insisted on continued detention for at least some period, by denying bond altogether or imposing a high or arbitrary bond. Beginning in the summer of 2015, ICE has permitted release without payment of bond in some cases but usually only when intrusive electronic monitoring is imposed. The imposition of electronic monitoring has not been based on individualized determinations that such restriction is necessary or that no other less-restrictive alternatives are available. The government’s practices also continue to ignore the call to give special consideration before detaining women, children, and asylum-seekers, imposing detention only as an exceptional last resort.

The centers also fail to provide appropriate protections to women and children asylum-seekers. The conditions are not adequate for the care of young children and their mothers, some of whom are nursing, and there have been incidents of sexual abuse within the facilities.

---

152 Moreover, DHS regulations suggest a presumption in favor of detention by placing the evidentiary burden on the detainee to demonstrate to officers that their release “would not pose a danger to property or persons and that the [detainee] is likely to appear for any future proceeding.” 8 C.F.R. § 236.1(c)(8).


154 Lawyers: Detained Immigrant Families in Texas Offered Bonds, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 27, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2015/02/27/us/ap-us-immigration-overload-bonds.html?_r=0 (reporting that most bonds were set by ICE at $7500 or higher). One estimate suggests that the mean bond for women released from the now-closed Artesia facility was $17,000. John Washington, The U.S. is Locking Up Immigrant Children in Private Prisons Under Inhuman Conditions, In These Times (July 6, 2015), http://inthesetimes.com/article/18140/locking-up-immigrant-kids.

The government additionally has failed to engage in individualized consideration of the necessity of detention given the likelihood that a majority of families would appear for further proceedings. 156 Most families could be released without any supervision given the incentives they have to appear. Where release alone is insufficient, family detention policies also have failed adequately to consider less restrictive alternatives to detention. 157 Community-based case management and reporting systems have been shown to serve as highly effective alternatives to detention, and the Government Accountability Office reported that more than 99% of aliens in ICE’s formal “Alternative to Detention” (ATD) monitoring program appeared at their scheduled immigration court hearings. 158 Yet, immigration officials have only recently considered release of families from detention through such alternative programs and still have failed to consider the full range of available alternatives, instead using cumbersome and unnecessary electronic monitoring devices for virtually all families released by ICE without payment of bond when other less restrictive alternatives would be sufficient if assessed and applied on an individual basis.

In addition, for those who require detention, the Standards “presume use of the least restrictive means available to prevent flight and otherwise to meet the limited underlying purpose of detention.”159 Yet, the conditions at the detention centers are not minimally restrictive. Indeed, ICE’s own Family Residential Standards adopted in 2007 are based on a criminal detention model and are not enforced adequately where they provide some minimal protections.160

Adding to the prison-like atmosphere of the detention centers, the government contracts for the use and operation of many of the facilities with the same for-profit companies that operate private prisons. The Corrections Corporation of America manages DHS’s detention center in Dilley, Texas, and the GEO Group, Inc. manages DHS’s detention center in Karnes County.

156 Notably, data from the Executive Office for Immigration Review shows that a large majority of noncitizen adults with children—approximately two-thirds—appear for their initial hearings. See Jordan, supra note 114. Moreover, research has shown that when aliens are represented by counsel, they are even more likely to return for future proceedings. Id.; IMMIGRATION POLICY CENTER, supra note 114 (finding that in 2014, 54.1% of non-represented children and 99.8% of represented children appeared for immigration proceedings).


158 U.S. GOVT. ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, ALTERNATIVES TO DETENTION: IMPROVED DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSES NEEDED TO BETTER ASSESS PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS 30 (Nov. 2014), http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/666911.pdf. Data from the Executive Office for Immigration Review further shows that a large majority of noncitizen adults with children—approximately two-thirds—appear for their initial hearings. Jordan, supra note 114. Moreover, research has shown that when aliens are represented by counsel, they are even more likely to return for future proceedings. Id.; see also IMMIGRATION POLICY CENTER, supra note 114 (finding that in 2014, 54.1% of non-represented children and 99.8% of represented children appeared for immigration proceedings).

159 ABA CIVIL IMMIGRATION DETENTION STANDARDS, supra note 116, at 7.

FAMILY IMMIGRATION DETENTION:  
Why the Past Cannot Be Prologue

Texas.\(^{161}\) It is unsurprising, then, that residents of those facilities live in prison-like conditions. In the Karnes facility, the walls are painted cinderblocks and the families are held behind heavy locked doors. Upon entrance visitors must pass through x-rays and security protocols and non-lawyers are allowed only very limited visitation time.\(^{162}\) Guards give disciplinary write-ups to families for infractions of rigid institutional rules and conduct several body counts each day.\(^{163}\) Karnes, Dilley, and Berks are all large secure facilities that do not permit families to leave and re-enter.\(^{164}\)

The centers also fail to provide appropriate protections to women and children asylum-seekers. The conditions are not adequate for the care of young children and their mothers, some of whom are nursing\(^{165}\) and there have been incidents of sexual abuse within the facilities.\(^{166}\)

Given their unique needs and higher likelihood of suffering abuse and trauma as a result of prolonged detention, women and children asylum-seekers are considered vulnerable groups that should be afforded heightened legal protections against detention.\(^{167}\) Thus, the current practice of engaging in widespread detention of those groups in large secure facilities is incompatible with domestic law standards as well as ABA and international human rights norms.

IV. DUE PROCESS AND FUNDAMENTAL FAIRNESS CONCERNS

Policies that result in the continued detention of asylum-seeking families significantly threaten their ability to prepare their cases and thus place at significant risk their due process right to have the cases fairly and adequately heard.

Current policies and practices regarding the detention of families are also inconsistent with the basic due process and access to asylum principles set out in the United States Constitution, the ABA Civil Immigration Detention Standards and human rights norms.\(^{168}\) The rights implicated include the right to access counsel and the right to a fair proceeding.

A. Impact of Detention on Right to Due Process and Access to Asylum

Violations of the right to due process and access to asylum proceedings are implicated by the government’s family detention policies, in part because detention makes it exceedingly difficult for a family to prepare an asylum case. It is undeniable that the release of a family from detention before a final hearing greatly affects the chances of establishing the merits of an asylum claim.


\(^{163}\) See id.


\(^{165}\) See REPORT REGARDING GRAVE RIGHTS VIOLATIONS IMPLICATED IN FAMILY IMMIGRATION DETENTION AT THE KARNES COUNTY DETENTION CENTER, supra note 162, at 11.

\(^{166}\) See Testimony of Marisa Bono, supra note 4; Long Shorts and Baggy Shirt, supra note 4.

\(^{167}\) See Zadvydas, 533 U.S. at 693 (holding that constitutional due process applies to all persons within the United States, including migrants, regardless of lawful status); Shaughnessy v. United States ex rel. Meza, 345 U.S. 206, 212 (1953) (“[A]liens who have once passed through our gates, even illegally, may be expelled only after proceedings conforming to traditional standards of fairness encompassed in due process of law”); see also Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 210 (1982); Mathews v. Diaz, 426 U.S. 67, 77 (1976); Knecht v. Colding, 344 U.S. 590, 596–598 & n. 5 (1953); Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 369 (1886).
as release allows for more time to prepare the claim and better and more frequent access to lawyers, witnesses, experts, and translators who can help prepare and document the case.\textsuperscript{169} It also offers the possibility for the traumatized family to heal sufficiently in order to recall and recount their experiences in a manner that will best support an asylum claim through written and oral testimony. Families cannot engage in this process adequately in a restrictive detention setting. Indeed, one study found that even for represented detainees, the success rate of obtaining relief was 18\%, compared with a 74\% success rate for those immigrants who are represented but not detained.\textsuperscript{170} Accordingly, policies that result in the continued detention of asylum-seeking families significantly threaten their ability to prepare their cases and thus place at significant risk their due process right to have the case fairly and adequately heard.

B. Access to Counsel

Another primary due process right compromised by family detention practices is the right of access to counsel. Restrictions on access to legal representation are particularly concerning, because they undermine a family’s right to meaningfully access the complicated asylum process. Access to counsel is particularly crucial in the detention setting where unrepresented asylum-seeking families face virtually insurmountable limitations on their ability effectively to pursue their claims for release from detention and relief on the merits.

Legal representation is often a deciding factor in whether a detained asylum-seeker passes a credible or reasonable fear interview and ultimately obtains asylum.\textsuperscript{171} A recent study conducted in the New York immigration courts found that 74\% of immigrants who are represented and not detained have successful outcomes.\textsuperscript{172} However, only 3\% of those who are unrepresented and remain in detention have successful outcomes. Data collected at the Karnes facility clearly shows that detained mothers are more likely to pass their credible and reasonable fear interviews when first given the opportunity to consult with legal counsel. For example, from August through December 2014, prior to the expansion of pro bono attorney programs focused on preparing families for credible fear interviews, the average rate at which asylum-seekers at Karnes were found to have a credible fear (the “fear found rate”) was 71\%.\textsuperscript{173} In contrast, from January through March 2015, after access to counsel became more widely available for these early interviews through pro bono programs, that average rate increased dramatically to 91\%.\textsuperscript{174} Similarly, the passage

\textsuperscript{169} See Robert A. Katzmann, Bench, Bar and Immigrant Representation: Meeting an Urgent Need, 15 N.Y.U. J. LEGIS. & PUB. POL'Y 585, 593 (2012) (reporting comprehensive study results which show detention to be one of the two most important variables determining success in immigration court, with representation being the other variable); Andrew I. Schoenholtz & Hamutal Bernstein, Improving Immigration Adjudications Through Competent Counsel, 21 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 55, 55-56 (2008) (pointing out that detainees are more limited than non-detained migrants in obtaining counsel and representation is the “single most important non-merit factor” determining outcomes in immigration proceedings).


\textsuperscript{171} One study found that legal representation is “the single most important factor affecting the outcome of an asylum-seeking case.” Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Andrew I. Schoenholtz, & Phillip G. Schrag, Refugee Roulette: Disparities in Asylum Adjudication, 69 STAN. L. REV. 295, 340 (2007).

\textsuperscript{172} See TRAC Immigration Report, Representation is Key in Immigration Proceedings Involving Women with Children (Feb. 18, 2015), http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/377/.

\textsuperscript{173} See July 2014-January 2015 Credible/Reasonable Fear Report, supra note 68.

rate in reasonable fear interviews at Karnes increased from an average 62% between August and December, 2014, to an average 81% from January through March, 2015. A comparable, notable increase in passage rates for the screening interviews occurred at Artesia as pro bono attorneys arrived at the facility in greater numbers.

The numbers make plain that having representation and securing release pending a final determination can inalterably change the lives of affected families. The role of counsel has also been crucial in obtaining release from detention for detained families and in obtaining asylum and related relief on the merits. Yet only approximately 30% of families who were detained for any length of time have been able to secure legal representation, and the percentage is likely lower for those who have remained detained.

The relevant legal standards establish that the detained families have a right to counsel even if counsel is not provided at government expense. At a minimum, courts have recognized that basic due process principles require that the government not impede access to counsel and meaningful representation for immigration detainees. In line with these norms, international human rights law also establishes the importance of ensuring that immigration detainees have effective means of accessing and communicating with counsel. The ABA has similarly recommended that detainees be afforded “meaningful and timely access to legal personnel” and has opposed restrictions that have been placed on counsel at detention facilities, such as prohibitions on laptop computers and cellphones, and the imposition of lengthy wait times before meetings because of the negative impact on counsel’s preparation of a case.

Despite the importance of access to counsel and the right to be represented by counsel, families at the Karnes, Dilley, and Berks detention centers have faced numerous challenges in obtaining adequate legal services. As an initial matter, the size and location of the family detention centers has made it very difficult for families to secure the paid or pro bono legal services to which they are entitled. The family detention facilities have adopted informal, often non-transparent and inconsistently-enforced policies that have made attorney-client communications and consultations difficult and time consuming.
1. **Systemic Difficulties with Access to Counsel for Detained Families**

Despite the importance of access to counsel and the right to be represented by counsel, families at the Karnes, Dilley, and Berks detention centers have faced numerous challenges in obtaining adequate legal services. As an initial matter, the size and location of the family detention centers has made it very difficult for families to secure the paid or pro bono legal services to which they are entitled. Attorneys and other legal volunteers must drive over an hour to reach Karnes from San Antonio and two hours from Austin, those cities being the nearest metropolitan centers.\(^\text{183}\) Similarly, Dilley is more than 70 miles and over an hour driving time from San Antonio, and more than 150 miles and two-and-a-half hours from Austin.\(^\text{184}\) These remote locations make it very difficult for the detained women and children to meet in person with their legal representatives on any regular basis, which in turn significantly impedes their ability to prepare for their credible or reasonable fear interviews and their court hearings. The need to engage in time-consuming travel and logistics to provide representation means that attorneys must accept fewer cases for consultation and representation, limiting the number of families that will obtain counsel.

In addition, the sheer number of individuals at the facilities, combined with the minimal number of attorneys in close enough proximity to work with them, presents an insurmountable problem. Despite very serious efforts, it is simply impossible for the legal community to provide representation to all detained families who require legal assistance to present their claims effectively in rapidly-moving, complicated proceedings. As a result, many families are forced to face immigration proceedings without legal assistance.\(^\text{185}\)

Maria and her 9-year-old son “Daniel” were detained for 6 months at Karnes. Maria and Daniel fled Honduras for the United States because of severe domestic violence. During their months in detention, Maria relied on her Christian faith to maintain hope; however Daniel lagged in school and regularly felt sick to his stomach. Daniel’s birthday passed while they waited in detention, but there was no celebration. Maria’s legal representatives had to travel almost five hours round trip each time they wanted to meet with her. Once at the facility, they struggled to discuss intimate and painful events with Maria while guards stood nearby and metal prison doors clanged. When Maria finally had the opportunity to present her claim to the Immigration Judge, she was present in court only by video from the Karnes facility. In the end, mother and son won their asylum claims and the right to remain in the United States but continue to suffer the psychological impact of their lengthy detention.

\(^{183}\) Google Maps, http://www.googlemaps.com (directions from Karnes County Residential Center to San Antonio and Austin).

\(^{184}\) Id. (directions from South Texas Family Residential Center in Dilley, Texas to San Antonio and Austin).

\(^{185}\) WRC & LIRS, LOCKING UP FAMILY VALUES, AGAIN, supra note 22, at 14-15.
2. Specific Difficulties in Providing Legal Representation

Further specific impediments to legal representation exist even when counsel is willing to take on representation. These barriers fall into two categories: impediments to paid and pro bono counsel (together with supporting professionals such as interpreters and paralegals) accessing their clients, and the inability of counsel to adequately prepare for their clients’ immigration proceedings due to seemingly arbitrary and unnecessary restrictions placed on counsel’s activities at detention centers. Each of these constraints threatens the families’ due process rights to legal representation.

The family detention facilities have adopted informal, often non-transparent and inconsistently-enforced policies that have made attorney-client communications and consultations difficult and time consuming. The constantly changing conditions for visitation violate the ICE Family Detention Standards requirement that each facility “provide notification of the rules and hours for legal visitation.”¹⁸⁶ For example, ICE employees have insisted that law students entering Karnes and Dilley obtain security clearance¹⁸⁷ even though ICE’s own Family Residential Standards do not require such clearance.¹⁸⁸ Similarly, legal personnel at both facilities have, at times, been denied access when they do not provide 24-hour advance notice of the specific detainees they would like to meet.¹⁸⁹ Berks also now requires advance notice of the exact time of a planned visit and the specific detainee(s) that the attorney will meet.¹⁹⁰ The ICE Family Detention Standards do not require such advance notice.¹⁹¹ In another instance, law students working with and supervised by attorneys were informed that they could not enter Karnes without a supervising attorney present, even though they had previously been approved for entry and, in many cases, had previously entered without a supervising attorney being present.¹⁹² Attorneys, students, and legal assistants cannot adequately prepare for visitation with detainees when the “rules” for such visitation are subject to such frequent, unexplained change and unreasonably stringent, inconsistent protocol.

Telephonic communications cannot effectively substitute for in-person meetings. Face-to-face interaction is far more productive, particularly considering language barriers. But even this less effective telephonic option is not always available. Legal representatives at Karnes and Dilley have faced difficulties setting up telephone conferences with their clients, even though such conferences are available in theory.¹⁹³

Even when legal personnel are given physical access, arbitrary conditions imposed by facility management make it very difficult for attorneys and other legal representatives to have productive meetings with their clients. For example, on one occasion at Karnes, the GEO staff refused to allow a team of pro bono attorneys from Elon University Law School to have any food or water in the visitor room and then further stated that if the team left to get food, they would not be permitted to re-enter that day. The team spent 11 hours without food or water in order to finish their work with the

¹⁸⁶   ICE Family Residential Standards, supra note 29, at Visitation, ¶ 10(b).
¹⁸⁷   See, e.g., Barbara Hines, Notes on Access to Counsel at 2 (“hereinafter Hines Notes”) (on file with the authors); Letter from S. Schulman to S. Saldaña, “Re: Access for Pro Bono Volunteers at Karnes, Dilley and Berks Family Detention Centers,” at 2 (Apr. 26, 2015) (“hereinafter Schulman Letter”) (on file with the authors).
¹⁹⁰   See Notes, National Stakeholder Coordination Call on Border Child & Family Cases, June 5, 2015, at 1-2 (hereinafter “National Stakeholder Coordination Call Notes”) (on file with the authors).
¹⁹¹   See generally ICE Family Residential Standards, supra note 29, at Visitation, ¶ 10; see also ICE Performance-Based National Detention Standards 2011, supra note 188, at Sec. 5.7.
¹⁹³   See, e.g., Alvarez Memorandum, supra note 192, at 5; WRC & LIRS, LOCKING UP FAMILY VALUES, AGAIN, supra note 22, at 14.
detainees. In a similar situation, University of Texas law students were denied the option to eat during a prolonged client interview when they were told they would not be allowed to return the same day if they left the facility even briefly. In another case at Karnes, the staff refused to allow a detainee to use the bathroom in the visitor room even though the bathroom was very clearly designated for detainee use. Instead, the detainee was forced to leave the area, return to her quarters to use the bathroom, and then return to the visitor area, thereby wasting valuable, limited time. At Dilley, the volunteers meet with their clients in a small “visitation trailer.” The CCA personnel at the facility insist, without any basis in the fire code or the facility contract, that the trailer can only accommodate 60 people at a time, including guards, family members or other visitors, detained women and children, and any legal volunteers. And at Berks, attorneys recount that the meeting rooms are insufficiently private and quiet as the walls are thin, which allows noise such as music to travel into the room and for conversations potentially to be heard outside, thereby jeopardizing the attorney-client privilege.

In certain cases at Karnes, ICE and facility management have gone as far as banning particular legal services providers without reasonable justification. In March 2015, a paralegal working for an Austin-based immigration attorney was denied access to Karnes after writing an article for the Texas Observer magazine titled “Seeking Asylum in Karnes City.” Although she was told that she was banned because she had improperly entered the facility in January 2015 as a paralegal when her initial access had been granted as an interpreter, the timing of her denial and other comments suggest that the paralegal was banned due to her publicizing the conditions at the facility, rather than the stated alleged technical violation.

In another case from March 2015, a legal assistant with the Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services (RAICES) was banned from entering Karnes. She was responsible for conducting intakes for pro bono referrals and for visiting detainees in order to obtain their signatures on necessary forms on behalf of pro bono attorneys living too far away to visit the facility with any frequency. The legal assistant had been visiting families at Karnes for this purpose since the summer of 2014 without issue, until ICE suddenly accused the legal assistant of helping the detained mothers coordinate a hunger strike. There was no evidence that ICE completed any investigation into the matter before banning the legal assistant, and the assistant denied such involvement in a sworn statement. Her exclusion created major logistical issues for pro bono attorneys, many of whom are located across the state and relied on the assistant to interact in-person with clients on their behalf.

In addition to the described physical difficulties in accessing counsel and other legal representatives, detained families’ due process rights are threatened by policies that make it unnecessarily difficult for legal personnel to help them prepare for their immigration proceedings. These policies include restrictions on technology use, access to experts and interpreters, access to various records, and interference with the attorney-client relationship.

194 See Alvarez Memorandum, supra note 192, at 5-6.
195 See, e.g., Email from D. Gilman to D. Achim, “clinic student access to Karnes for representation” (Mar. 27, 2015) (on file with the authors) (hereinafter “Gilman Email”); Alvarez Memorandum, supra note 192, at 9.
196 See Alvarez Memorandum, supra note 192, at 7.
198 See National Stakeholder Coordination Call Notes, supra note 190, at 2.
With respect to technology, ICE and/or facility management have placed arbitrary, often-changing restrictions on the devices that legal personnel can bring into the facilities. Cell phones are vitally important for developing a detainee’s case because they allow the detainee to communicate with an interpreter as well as with family members, friends, and other witnesses who can help establish the detainee’s fear of persecution. Likewise laptops and Wi-Fi hotspots enable legal service providers to conduct on-the-spot research and communication, and keep electronic notes of their meetings with each client. Although cellphones, laptops, and Wi-Fi hotspot devices are critical to case preparation and are not restricted under the ICE Family Residential Standards, legal personnel often are told that they are prohibited from bringing these items into the centers. These arbitrary policies deny detainees the benefits of the full scope of available services that are available to non-detained clients of the same attorneys.

In Karnes, volunteer legal representatives were given oral permission by the facility director to bring cell phones and laptops into the center, but facility staff sometimes deny law students and attorneys entry with this equipment. As with the restrictions on access, the rules pertaining to technology change for every visit: sometimes legal representatives are allowed in with laptops, sometimes they are not; other times, only one legal representative in a group is allowed to bring a laptop. The same is true for Wi-Fi hotspot devices. Due to these widespread inconsistencies, legal volunteers find it difficult to comply with restrictions, thereby making access to needed technology so inconsistent as to be a hurdle to adequate representation.

Detainees at Dilley and Berks have faced similar problems. Those facilities have banned the use of cell phones, making it impossible for attorneys and clients to communicate and for the detainees to contact potential witnesses in some cases.

Families and their legal counsel have also had difficulty accessing interpreters, which makes it very difficult for counsel to communicate with their clients and thus to adequately prepare the clients for their asylum cases. Not only do the restrictions on technology make accessing interpreters more difficult, but there are also conflicting standards on the clearance requirements for interpreters who can physically visit the centers. Notably, in-person meetings with interpreters are strongly preferred to virtual ones, as all parties communicate better when the interpreter is in the same room with the clients. Unfortunately, in some cases, interpreters are told that they need to be cleared prior to every visit, which is time-consuming, while others have been advised that a clearance determination is good for six months. These inconsistent requirements make it difficult for attorneys to comply with requirements for interpreter access and therefore often result in interpreters being denied physical access to the facilities.

Legal representatives are further impeded in their work by their inability to obtain various records. These records, including initial interviews with detainees after they are detained, identity documents, and medical records, are all critical in helping establish a case for asylum, but in many cases access to the documents is restricted for no apparent reason. For example, in one instance at Karnes, facility management refused to provide a detainee with a copy of a psychological evaluation she received when she was first admitted.
In response to requests by a pro bono attorney, the facility agreed to release the information if certain paperwork was filed but then required the detainee to sign three different forms, each time stating that the wrong form had been submitted. The facility then asserted that the records could not be released without verbal confirmation from the detained mother, but the medical records manager refused to set a date and time to speak with the detainee about the matter. In other instances, ICE has confiscated identity documents upon apprehension and refused to provide the families or their attorneys with these documents. These burdensome paperwork requirements resulted in increased bond amounts, delayed or denied release, and limited travel upon release.

Finally, ICE personnel and facility staff at the family detention centers have interfered with attorney-client relationships in other ways, including by improperly offering legal advice to detained families. For example, an ICE official at Karnes incorrectly indicated to a detained mother that her legal representatives had made a “mistake” in the manner in which her release from detention was requested. The officer’s statement to the mother about the proper legal strategy constituted improper legal advice and damaged her relationship with her legal counsel. In other cases, officials at Berks and Karnes have claimed knowledge about and influence over the immigration court proceedings and have told detained families that disciplinary problems at the facilities will affect their cases before the courts. At Dilley, ICE officials have discouraged families from consulting with counsel during the custody determination process, insisting that the families will be in the best position if they accept the ICE custody determination without review. ICE officials have also inquired, on several occasions, about the purpose of visits by certain pro bono legal representatives and organizations. This practice is not permitted by the Family Residential Standards and hinders the confidentiality and efficacy of the attorney-client relationship.

In sum, the unwarranted restrictions and bureaucratic hurdles impede the ability of attorneys and other legal volunteers to help the families prepare their asylum cases. By denying access to needed technology, language assistance, and relevant documents, and by interfering with attorney-client relationships in other ways, ICE and facility management hinder meaningful representation and may even prevent success on the merits for valid asylum or protection claims.

C. Fairness of Proceedings and Access to Asylum

Due process also requires that the immigration proceedings themselves provide individuals a “full and fair hearing of [their] claims and a reasonable opportunity to present evidence on [their] behalf.” This right is echoed in the statute and regulations governing immigration proceedings, which provide that the respondent in a removal proceeding shall be advised of her right to representation, the availability of free legal services, and of the right to a reasonable opportunity to examine and object to the evidence against her, present evidence on her own behalf, and cross-examine the government’s witnesses. International human rights law and ABA policy similarly emphasize the importance of the ability of individuals to present a claim, particularly an asylum claim.
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The families in detention centers have faced a variety of unfair practices from the moment they are apprehended, many of which threaten basic due process rights and their ability to present an asylum claim. Virtual hearings present fairness problems.

Unfortunately, the families currently in detention centers have faced a variety of unfair practices from the moment they are apprehended, many of which threaten basic due process rights and their ability to present an asylum claim. These practices exacerbate the many hurdles to meaningful participation in legal proceedings that the families already face as a result of their detention and the previously described limitations on access to counsel.

Families are often forced to participate in the various stages of asylum proceedings without adequate interpretation services, even though such services are legally required and the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has characterized “the services of a competent interpreter” as a fundamental requirement. The problems with translation and interpretation begin at the very first stage of the proceedings, during the initial interviews conducted by the inspections officers who apprehend the families. Even though regulations require adequate interpretation services to be provided, some women are not provided with access to such services, particularly those women who speak indigenous languages. This problem repeats itself during the next stage of the proceedings, the credible or reasonable fear interviews, when the women frequently do not receive the adequate interpretation services to which they are legally entitled.

Besides violating their legal rights, these language barriers make it significantly more difficult for the women to establish their fear of persecution in order to meet the requirements for an asylum claim and avoid deportation. As one court has recognized, “[i]t is difficult to imagine how any bona fide refugee, with little or no knowledge of English, could ever spontaneously convey a ‘well-founded fear of persecution’ to an asylum officer.” Not only do the women have difficulty communicating the persecution they face if inadequate interpretation services are the only available means of communication, but allegedly “conflicting” or false information given to the inspection officers and/or credible fear interviewers is often used against the women in later proceedings before the immigration courts, even though such discrepancies often are attributable to language barriers. For those women who speak indigenous languages, immigration authorities frequently skip the credible fear interview altogether, moving directly to the merits determination. But without a positive credible fear determination, judges are hesitant to grant release pending conclusion of the proceedings, thereby further prolonging detention.

This type of procedural unfairness continues throughout the proceedings in the immigration courts, even after the women pass their credible or reasonable fear interviews, because the families must attend their hearings virtually through video-conferencing. As a result, the interpreter is often not in the same location as either the asylum-seeker or the judge, significantly impeding the ability of the interpreter to understand the detainee and increasing the probability of inaccurate communication that affects procedural due process rights.
The virtual hearings present further fairness problems. The distance between the judge and the asylum-seeking family creates difficulties when presenting the merits of the asylum claims. The immigration judge adjudicating the claim cannot observe the women in person as they tell their stories. That separation makes it more difficult for the judge to assess the asylum applicant’s credibility and the extent of the persecution she faced in her home country. Emotional testimony and visible scars or other indicia of injury may not be observable on video despite their importance in the adjudication of the asylum claim. Similarly, due to the remote location of the detention centers, often the attorney is not in the same location as the detainee, making it unduly difficult for the attorney to act as an intermediary and adequately represent a detained family during the proceedings.

The logistics created by long-distance hearings seriously complicate effective representation as well. The difficulties are particularly notable with families held at the Dilley facility. Judges sitting in the Denver and Miami Immigration Courts have heard the cases from Dilley. As a result, detained families currently do not even share a time zone with the judges hearing their cases. It is not possible for an attorney to work with a family at the detention center and then appear in person before the judge given the physical distance between the two sites. Even filing pleadings, evidence and applications is a difficult task, since the attorney will often need signatures or statements from the client in one state, which must be filed on a short time frame in the court in another state.

In another area of concern, the policies and practices of the government do not always guarantee that children have an opportunity to present an asylum claim independent of their mother’s claim. This is true even when a child’s claim cannot, by law, be derivative of her mother’s claim because, for instance, the mother is subject to a prior deportation order and is in withholding-only proceedings. At least initially, DHS was not interviewing children separately to determine if they had asylum claims independent of those of their mothers. This omission denies the children—a notably vulnerable population—their right to present their own claims.

Finally, there is concern that the fairness of the asylum process may be compromised by suggestions from high-level government officials that they consider most Central American asylum claims to be invalid, even in the face of agency and court determinations granting asylum in a significant number of cases. In this context, DHS’s instruction to immigration officers to err on the side of screening out detainees with possible asylum claims during the credible fear interview, rather than screening them in, is troubling. Specifically, in February 2014, DHS released a Memorandum emphasizing that the standard for passing the credible fear interview—the “significant possibility” standard—requires an applicant to “demonstrate a substantial and realistic possibility of succeeding.” In releasing the Memorandum, DHS sought to clarify that standard amid concerns that it had “lately been interpreted to require only a minimal or mere possibility of success.” The Memorandum and the timing of its release seemed to be designed to encourage
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immigration officials to reduce the number of applicants passing interviews, raising the concern that some interviewers will overlook applicants with credible fears of persecution to further DHS policy and the statistics used in support of that policy.\(^{233}\) The pattern of government officials apparently looking for ways to exclude rather than admit asylum-seekers creates a real risk that women and children with a genuine fear of persecution will be improperly returned to violent circumstances in the countries from which they fled.

V. PRO BONO RESPONSE TO THE INCREASE IN MIGRATION IN 2014 AND THE USE OF LONG TERM FAMILY DETENTION

Efforts to provide legal assistance to detained families have been undertaken by a full network of legal service providers ranging from nonprofit organizations to small and large private law firms, from university law clinics to bar associations, all attempting to provide a full array of services from preparation for credible and reasonable fear interviews to representation in custody determination proceedings and on the merits of asylum claims to post-release placement and representation. However, the many hurdles created by DHS practices, the expertise and language skills necessary to provide competent counsel, and the sheer number of clients requiring assistance have created a legal representation crisis of ever growing proportions.

Despite the inordinate obstacles, in substance and volume, encountered by members of the legal community working to respond to family detention, members of that community have made extraordinary efforts to assist. Lawyers have travelled from all over the country to the detention centers.\(^{234}\) New pro bono projects have developed to address the needs of the thousands of detained mothers and children,\(^{235}\) and national coordination among the participants has been critical. While obtaining some successes, these nationwide efforts can never be sufficient to overcome the overwhelming need for legal representation. The many hurdles created by DHS practices, the expertise and language skills necessary to provide competent counsel, and the sheer number of clients requiring assistance have created a crisis of ever growing proportions.

Efforts to provide legal assistance to detained families have been undertaken by a full network of legal service providers ranging from nonprofit organizations to small and large private law firms, from university law clinics to bar associations, all attempting to provide a full array of services from preparation for credible and reasonable fear interviews to representation in custody determination proceedings and on the merits of asylum claims to post-release placement and representation. An initial rapid response by pro bono attorneys grew into a structured services program with the support of the specialized immigration bar, university law clinics and non-profit organizations, which attracted even broader interest and large law firm support. Non-lawyer volunteers, including paraprofessionals and interpreters, among others, added to the effort and met critical needs as well. In turn, legal volunteers who provided representation joined with law firms and organizations working at the national level to engage in advocacy for policy improvements. We cannot do justice in this report to the legal community’s valiant response to the crisis, but we do include an appendix (see, Appendix, below) with a partial description of the laudatory efforts of the legal community, which may serve as a point of reference for delivery of legal services to immigrants in the future.

---

\(^{233}\) WRC & LIERS, LOCKING UP FAMILY VALUES, AGAIN, supra note 22, at 14-15.

\(^{234}\) See, e.g., Hylton, supra note 4.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conclusions

The core mission of the Department of Homeland Security is national emergency planning and preparedness. It is essential that DHS be able to anticipate, and be prepared to address, periodic increases in the migration of individuals and families seeking asylum. Waves of people arriving in the United States, seeking safety and freedom in the arms of our democracy, have occurred periodically over the history of our country, particularly given our tradition as a nation of immigrants. History teaches that these instances are sure to happen again, meaning that fair and humane policies need to be in place beforehand. Dealing with those situations demands anticipation, effective solutions, significant reform, and hard work.

The policy of detaining immigrant children together with their parents during the pendency of their immigration proceedings is not a new response to such challenges, the situation having arisen several times in just the past 20 years. As with previous iterations, the problems encountered in the most current round of family detention are myriad. Now is the time to address the legal and humanitarian issues that inherently accompany these historical realities so that our country is ready to meet the consequent demands that seem certain to occur again and again, today and tomorrow.

As is well acknowledged, a legion of problems was presented by the expansion of family detention that occurred over the last year. Yet, DHS vigorously defended the response for most of that period.236 Recently, in the summer of 2015, ICE reaffirmed its commitment to detention as its preferred strategy one day, only to be followed by DHS the next day disavowing its prior unyielding support of family detention and resolving to release quickly as many families as possible.237 When DHS began releasing families pursuant to this reversal, the releases were done chaotically and the process has been handled through means employed by the criminal justice system, notably monetary bond and electronic monitoring. Failure to accept the civil nature of immigration detention is still the rule.

Simply, immigration detention is not criminal incarceration. There are important distinctions between the characteristics of the immigration detention population in ICE custody and the administrative purposes underlying their detention. Immigration detention is intended to hold individuals only as long as necessary, when necessary, and to process and prepare them for removal or relief. Criminal incarceration, on the other hand, necessarily is punitive in its purposes and goals.238 In 2009, a system-wide governmental study of immigration detention underscored the opportunity for ICE, in coordination with stakeholders, to design and implement a new system premised upon civil, rather than criminal, principles. Those notions rest upon the foundational precepts that migrants are not to be detained as punishment. Indeed, many in immigration detention qualify under the law for relief from removal. Consequently the process must be governed by the presumption that release to the community is the rule and not the exception; an objective risk assessment must be made requiring the use of the least restrictive means necessary to ensure attendance at mandated immigration proceedings in cases where release alone is insufficient. This assessment recognizes that monetary bond and electronic monitoring are not minimally restrictive alternative means for ensuring appearance of migrants at their proceedings. These precepts can no longer be ignored.
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By resorting to family detention practices without regard to these foundational principles, indiscriminately labeling families as threats, and refusing to determine and utilize the least restrictive means of achieving compliance with immigration proceedings, DHS has not met its emergency preparedness, legal or fairness goals. These failures have left in their wake a population of traumatized children and their parents, struggling with the consequences of unnecessary detention. As a result, adjudication of asylum claims has become haphazard and unfair, and legal services have been redirected and depleted. Looking towards the future, DHS must be prepared for the inevitable, periodic influxes of migrant families seeking status. This requires the advanced development, and fair implementation, of viable plans to accommodate these marked changes by means other than detention, or release to the community with excessive supervision requirements, and accelerated deportation proceedings lacking in due process.

B. Recommendations

Based on the foregoing analysis, we urge the U.S. Government take the following actions to the extent it has not already done so.

Specific Remedies: Karnes, Dilley and Berks Family Detention Centers

1. Immediately cease the expansion of family detention capacities at the Karnes, Dilley, and Berks family residential centers and expeditiously release families currently held in detention.

2. Provide timely notice to the Karnes, Dilley and Berks facility providers that their contracts for family residential housing and services will not be renewed.

3. Pursue placements in small-sized group homes sufficient in number to humanely address detention where exceptional circumstances preclude other less restrictive means.

Reform of Detention Policies and Practices Impacting Families and Children

4. Permanently abandon deterrence-based detention policies.

5. Adopt a presumption against detention, particularly in the case of families, children, and asylum seekers.

6. Where detention is required, it must not be lengthy. Every effort must be taken by government to satisfactorily address impediments to the release of families and children.

7. Revise detention policies and practices consistent with the presumption that detention, when necessary, must be for the briefest time possible.
8. Establish and adhere to clear standards of care that include unique provisions for families and children that do not follow a penal model.

9. Establish a system of informed immigration enforcement, which includes management tools and informational systems capable of building and maintaining a continuum of care for those taken into ICE custody. These systems shall give priority to community placements whenever feasible and detention strategies consistent with objectively and individually assessed risk as necessary, utilizing the least restrictive means to achieve compliance.

10. Provide meaningful federal oversight of detention operations, through an on-site presence at facilities of federal officials authorized to intercede quickly and as often as necessary, and ensure that effective complaint mechanisms are in place. Track performance and outcomes and make reliable information readily available to the public. Put into place enforcement mechanisms to ensure accountability.

11. Adopt a presumption of release into the community as the rule rather than the exception. Prioritize release of families into the community on parole (without the requirement of a parole bond) or on recognizance in all possible cases.

12. When release alone into the community is insufficient, an objective risk assessment shall be employed to identify the least restrictive means, such as community-based supervision, to achieve compliance with attendance at immigration proceedings. More restrictive alternatives to detention, including electronic monitoring and cash bond, shall be used only where demonstrably necessary in an individual case.

13. In those limited cases where a specific flight risk or danger has been established and payment of a financial bond is the least restrictive means of addressing such risks, set the bond amount at an attainable level based on individual circumstances.

14. For families placed in expedited removal proceedings, provide an individualized custody assessment immediately after a credible or reasonable fear finding, taking into account the family’s individual circumstances and particular vulnerabilities as well as the specific likelihood that they pose a flight risk or danger to the community.

15. Conduct systematic independent monitoring for compliance of administration of bonds and assignments to community supervision and detention in addition to detention conditions.

16. Ensure meaningful access to legal representation and legal information for all families subjected to detention at every stage of the immigration proceedings. Meaningful access must also include the removal of geographic and policy hurdles that impede the involvement of pro bono attorneys, and a stated priority supporting the continual and consistent accommodation of the needs of attorneys seeking to represent clients.

17. Guarantee legal representation for all families subjected to detention, through private or pro bono counsel, legal services organizations funded for this purpose by the federal government or counsel appointed by the government.

18. Develop emergency preparedness plans in order to effectively respond to periodic increases in border arrivals and crossings by means other than detention, and continuously assess and improve its activities and operations.
APPENDIX

PRO BONO RESPONSE TO DETENTION OF CENTRAL AMERICAN FAMILIES COMMENCING IN SUMMER OF 2014

A. The Work of Pro Bono Representation Projects

Given the threat of immediate deportation through an expedited removal process, access to experienced immigration counsel very quickly became critical for the women and children detained in Artesia in late June 2014. It was clear that any meaningful legal representation program would most effectively be built in partnership with experienced legal services providers. The pro bono community relied heavily on the screenings and evaluations conducted by volunteers from specialized professional organizations, such as the American Immigration Lawyers Association, and local expert legal services organizations with access to the detained families. Those legal services organizations were already working at or above capacity, the economic downturn of the past several years having reduced the sizes of some staffs. The Administration had provided no additional funding for the provision of legal services to detained families, although it had offered limited financial support for representation of unaccompanied minors. Despite this reality, the pro bono community expanded its efforts to try to meet the increasing demand for legal services. Several key initiatives were launched to address the crisis.

i. First Responders in Artesia, New Mexico

When the Artesia site first opened, there were no immigration attorneys in the region, and the list of free legal service providers given to the detainees consisted exclusively of lawyers located three and a half hours away. Even if the detained women wanted to consult with counsel remotely, there were no phones available in the facility other than ICE agent cell phones. Early access to pro bono counsel was non-existent, and yet five asylum officers were churning through dozens of credible fear interviews every day.

Two private lawyers retained by two of the detainees’ family members sent a desperate plea to a listserv of immigration attorneys, seeking pro bono representation. Five practitioners responded immediately, three of them providing remote support, and the other two traveling to Artesia to help organize a response, their trunks full of as much content from their law libraries as they could transport. For a week, there were only two pro bono attorneys on the ground.

On July 22, 2014, the Center for American Progress, Human Rights First, the ACLU, and a number of human rights and other organizations toured the Artesia facility. Several of the detained women approached the tour group, begging for representation and giving their names to the tour group lawyers on pink post-it notes. Those post-it notes became “The List” of clients seeking attorneys. Using that list, the early volunteers were able to connect detained women to counsel for the first time.

ii. The AILA-AIC Pro Bono Project

By July 24, 2014, ten days after the first wave of deportations, just over a dozen lawyers arrived in Artesia. While a handful of stipends were available, most came as volunteers, leaving their private practices and paying their own transportation and lodging costs. There were already between 400 and 500 women and children in detention, none of whom had been screened by attorneys to evaluate their cases. With no funding and no infrastructure, the volunteers promised to represent anyone who wanted an attorney, without weeding out difficult cases.

Amid these challenges, the AILA-AIC Pro Bono Project (“Project”), a partnership between the American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) and AILA’s sister organization, the American Immigration Council (AIC), was born. AILA marshalled 6-8 volunteers per week, eventually hiring one of those volunteer lawyers, at a very meager
salary, to work full-time in Artesia. AILA members and other small firm and solo practitioners with immigration expertise responded in significant numbers. Large law firms, such as Jones Day, also contributed volunteers and other support. Using a cloud-based database developed by immigration attorney Stephen Manning of the Innovation Law Lab, volunteers uploaded documents and tracked information to try to create continuity of representation and streamline case development as teams of volunteers shifted in and out of the facility week-to-week. Facing overwhelming demand, the Project was intended to quickly increase access to pro bono representation. Rather than a single attorney handling a single case, volunteer attorneys would instead spend up to a week in Artesia and each handle up to twenty or more cases, handing off the files at the end of the week to the rotating, incoming team of volunteers. The on-the-ground team met with the clients and conducted the initial interviews, collecting information about their claims, which was then shared with remote volunteers who investigated further, contacted family members, and located supporting documentation. The remote volunteers then drafted and filed pleadings. By the time the Artesia detention center closed in December 2014, the Project had involved approximately 300 lawyers, paralegals, interpreters, and translators working on the ground and remotely.

iii. The Karnes Pro Bono Network

When the Karnes facility became a family facility at the beginning of August 2014, a few well-respected private immigration attorneys, the law firm of Akin Gump, and the University of Texas Law School Immigration Clinic began to take cases on a pro bono basis, mainly pursuing release on bond for families facing the government’s no-release policy. A pro bono network of volunteer attorneys soon developed, and dozens of San Antonio and Austin area attorneys became involved, handling the direct representation of clients throughout their proceedings. In the fall of 2014 alone, volunteer attorneys with the network won the release of almost 100 families in bond proceedings. As described further below, Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP played a crucial role in providing initial support and structure for the pro bono network, and then RAICES (Refugee and Immigrant Center for Education and Legal Services) took over much of the coordinating work. Volunteers with the Karnes pro bono network continue to represent clients in seeking release and in merits proceedings. Of the small number of cases for which merits hearings have been held, pro bono attorneys from the network have obtained relief for at least a half dozen families.

iv. The CARA Pro Bono Project

Building on the models developed in Artesia and Karnes, the pro bono community quickly mobilized to provide services at the new detention facility in Dilley, Texas. Volunteer team leaders arrived each week, which AILA subsidized, but it soon became clear that there would need to be consistent leadership on the ground. AILA worked with the Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (CLINIC), AIC, and RAICES to form the CARA Pro Bono Project. Each organization took on funding responsibility for an element of the effort: equipment and supplies, a supervising attorney, and a volunteer coordinator.

The work of the AILA-AIC Pro Bono Project and the CARA lawyers and volunteers reveals a level of dedication illustrative of many who responded to the crisis. These individuals have provided counsel under very challenging logistical conditions, often at significant personal and economic sacrifice. For example, the lead attorney for
CARA on the ground in Dilley, funded by CLINIC, also volunteered in Artesia and then moved from Ohio to south Texas to take on this work. A small staff oversees weekly teams of anywhere from three to fifteen volunteers, including attorneys, paralegals, interpreters, graduate students, law students, and clergy.

The volunteers pay their own airfare and lodging, and dedicate an average of 19 hours a day for a full week. The volunteers, as a group, see as many as 80 to 100 clients a day. Volunteers, whose knowledge of asylum law varies widely, are trained for 3.5 hours before entering the facility and are then thrust into the role of decision-maker, acting as the primary representative for a given client, going through the intake interview, uploading relevant documents to the database, and preparing affidavits, motions, bond documents, and letters of support, all while struggling with slow Wi-Fi hotspots, a sluggish printer/scanner, and no cell phone access. The volunteers have also lost valuable time hauling files and supplies in and out of the facility in a Radio Flyer wagon at the beginning and end of each day because there is no secure on-site attorney workspace.

The CARA project currently assists clients in preparing for credible fear and reasonable fear interviews, review of credible/reasonable fear determinations, full intake interviews following positive credible/reasonable fear findings, and custody redetermination hearing preparations. A single volunteer will work as many as 40 to 50 cases in a week before passing the load to the incoming group. All of the work product and supporting documentation are centralized in the database, so that, as one volunteer put it, if anyone is bitten by a rattlesnake, someone else can easily pick up where the last volunteer left off. As time passes and some of the women reach their merits hearings, former CARA volunteers have offered to continue to represent the clients they saw while in south Texas. The network of former volunteers, having dispersed back to their home offices, continues to play a role in representing the detained women and children, either in using the database to remotely access files, draft motions, and file documents before the Immigration Judge, or in providing assistance to women who make bond and are released pending their merits hearing. There is a remote bond team coordinated out of Connecticut, a translation team coordinated out of Los Angeles, and a private practitioner in Miami who prints and files court documents every day. Despite these challenges, this network of remote attorneys, facing overwhelming logistical and economic hurdles, and compelled by the difficult and worsening conditions detainees face, is growing.

v. American Gateways

American Gateways conducts the Legal Orientation Program at both Karnes and Dilley. The organization has been involved with providing know-your-rights presentations at detention facilities in South Texas for many years. When the new family detention centers opened, the Department of Justice needed to expand its programming to those sites, and American Gateways began providing general legal orientation to the new arrivals. Staff attorneys provide a general overview of the immigration process, put on pro se workshops focused on bond hearings, merits hearings, asylum issues, and more. The attendees can also request short, individual sessions with the American Gateways attorneys, at which time the detainees are screened for possible pro bono referral. Most of those screened referrals are directed to the CARA attorneys. Some are directed to private pro bono attorneys in San Antonio and Austin with whom American Gateways works. Dozens of orientations have taken place both at Karnes and Dilley. More than 1400 detainees have attended the LOP sessions at Karnes and Dilley since the surge of border-crossings began last summer. American Gateways has a staff of just 20 people, yet between their various programs they serve facilities with more than 5000 detainees.
vi. Human Rights First

In working with national law firms, Human Rights First recognized the outstanding need to coordinate nationally among the various efforts beginning around the country. The organization learned from various stakeholders that there was a need for facilitation of communication and coordination among the national law firms, bar associations and legal services providers that were striving to expand their efforts to address the representation gaps facing families with children. As initiated by the Association of Pro Bono Counsel (APBCo), Human Rights First launched weekly national stakeholder teleconference calls which have grown to include more than 90 participants. Out of this effort, as well as a detailed letter to Vice President Biden outlining the numerous hurdles to engaging in the same pro bono representation he specifically called for in last year’s White House meeting, grew regular meetings with the White House Office of Public Engagement. These meetings provide a reliable forum at which the legal community’s now-coordinated voice can raise issues with representatives from the White House, the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Justice, the Executive Office for Immigration Review, and others. Chaired by Human Rights First, these meetings have proven to be a valuable opportunity to discuss ways to overcome the many hurdles to pro bono representation.

Human Rights First also quickly raised funds to expand its capacity to provide pro bono representation to non-detained families and children through its offices in New York, Houston and Washington DC. The organization hired a total of nine new staff members, including three attorneys, three paralegals, and three social workers. With this new staff, Human Rights First is providing direct representation and also recruiting, training, and mentoring pro bono attorneys. Human Rights First has sent legal staff to Artesia, Karnes, Dilley and Berks to assist with legal counsel and representation, and its family clients include some who were held at family detention facilities as well as some who were released by CBP at the border.

B. The Response of Large Private Law Firms

Major private law firms have also been involved in meeting the growing demand for representation of detained families. Despite many obstacles, numerous firms have launched significant efforts to respond effectively to family detention. A few firms have initiated major pro bono representation projects.

The national law firm of Jones Day rented a small office in Artesia and began sending teams of five lawyers per week, adding to the ongoing pro bono representation being provided by the AILA-AIC Project. Their initial charge was to help with screening, but the mission soon turned to full representation of some of the families screened by AILA volunteers. A retired firm partner came out of his retirement to manage the effort, working closely with the firm’s pro bono partner/APBCo member and an administrative assistant who was instrumental in collecting the data included in the Innovation Law Labs database. When the Artesia facility closed, Jones Day transferred the focus of its efforts largely to the women and children detained in Dilley. One attorney worked full-time for eight months on the cases accepted for representation. Teams were formed to share responsibilities on many additional files. In all, Jones Day has taken on more than 100 clients either detained at, or after release from, the detention facilities in Artesia, Dilley, and Karnes. The firm has shouldered large out-of-pocket expenses to have teams on the ground in south Texas and to send attorneys to Miami, where the Dilley cases are now being heard. At the urging of firm leadership, Jones Day continues to accept new matters on a weekly basis. To date, the firm has litigated six cases to final status, prevailing for their clients in each instance.

With an office in San Antonio, the firm of Akin Gump was in a unique position to respond to the family detention crisis. Focusing its efforts on Karnes, the firm began to pursue release from detention for its new clients there and to support a larger network of pro bono attorneys handling custody cases. The firm rented office space near the facility and assigned a recently admitted lawyer to work full-time at the Karnes detention center.
Under the direction of the firm’s pro bono partner/APBCo member, the young associate worked at the facility for four months, helping dozens of women prepare for their credible fear interviews and matching many cases with pro bono attorneys who would represent them in custody redetermination hearings before the immigration courts, challenging ICE decisions denying release. The influx of attorneys handling bond hearings, and the success rate attendant to that representation, helped the court in San Antonio effectively streamline the bond proceedings and make the process far more efficient. Akin Gump’s on-the-ground associate was eventually replaced by a newly designated staff attorney at RAICES, and Akin Gump then funded a two-year Equal Justice Works fellow to work at RAICES. Akin Gump continues to be a key player in the national pro bono effort, leading efforts to deal with ICE, DHS, and White House officials to address the challenges on a systemic level.

Fried Frank, a New York based firm, has also allocated a significant portion of time to working on these efforts. Its Washington, D.C./APBCo member pro bono counsel travelled to Artesia, and working with AILA, has helped locate pro bono representation for women with children who are released from custody and who then disperse to cities around the country where their families reside. Senior attorneys at the firm, including APBCo members, have also devoted substantial time and effort to policy work relating to family detention, and the firm’s New York office is a key part of the screening program being overseen by Human Rights First.

Many additional law firms around the country are providing further pro bono assistance. Through APBCo, several firms toured the various detention facilities and are representing individual families as those detainees are released and dispersed to cities in every region of the nation. Other firms are involved in White House meetings. Still more are helping to staff the accelerated family dockets in other parts of the country. Several have sent attorneys to Dilley and Karnes to work for limited periods of time. Others are working with their local immigration legal services providers to represent former detainees in post-release proceedings around the country. Firms such as Chadbourne & Park are coordinating overcrowded immigration dockets, working to represent, or find representation for, the hundreds of immigrants in their home courtrooms in desperate need of assistance. In California, several firms are coordinating clinics to assist families with the timely filing of initial pleadings and applications for relief.
vi. Human Rights First

In working with national law firms, Human Rights First recognized the outstanding need to coordinate nationally among the various efforts beginning around the country. The organization learned from various stakeholders that there was a need for facilitation of communication and coordination among the national law firms, bar associations and legal services providers that were striving to expand their efforts to address the representation gaps facing families with children. As initiated by the Association of Pro Bono Counsel (APBCo), Human Rights First launched weekly national stakeholder teleconference calls which have grown to include more than 90 participants. Out of this effort, as well as a detailed letter to Vice President Biden outlining the numerous hurdles to engaging in the same pro bono representation he specifically called for in last year’s White House meeting, grew regular meetings with the White House Office of Public Engagement. These meetings provide a reliable forum at which the legal community’s now-coordinated voice can raise issues with representatives from the White House, the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Justice, the Executive Office for Immigration Review, and others. Chaired by Human Rights First, these meetings have proven to be a valuable opportunity to discuss ways to overcome the many hurdles to pro bono representation.

Human Rights First also quickly raised funds to expand its capacity to provide pro bono representation to non-detained families and children through its offices in New York, Houston and Washington DC. The organization hired a total of nine new staff members, including three attorneys, three paralegals, and three social workers. With this new staff, Human Rights First is providing direct representation and also recruiting, training, and mentoring pro bono attorneys. Human Rights First has sent legal staff to Artesia, Karnes, Dilley and Berks to assist with legal counsel and representation, and its family clients include some who were held at family detention facilities as well as some who were released by CBP at the border.

B. The Response of Large Private Law Firms

Major private law firms have also been involved in meeting the growing demand for representation of detained families. Despite many obstacles, numerous firms have launched significant efforts to respond effectively to family detention. A few firms have initiated major pro bono representation projects.

The national law firm of Jones Day rented a small office in Artesia and began sending teams of five lawyers per week, adding to the ongoing pro bono representation being provided by the AILA-AIC Project. Their initial charge was to help with screening, but the mission soon turned to full representation of some of the families screened by AILA volunteers. A retired firm partner came out of his retirement to manage the effort, working closely with the firm’s pro bono partner/APBCo member and an administrative assistant who was instrumental in collecting the data included in the Innovation Law Labs database. When the Artesia facility closed, Jones Day transferred the focus of its efforts largely to the women and children detained in Dilley. One attorney worked full-time for eight months on the cases accepted for representation. Teams were formed to share responsibilities on many additional files. In all, Jones Day has taken on more than 100 clients either detained at, or after release from, the detention facilities in Artesia, Dilley, and Karnes. The firm has shouldered large out-of-pocket expenses to have teams on the ground in south Texas and to send attorneys to Miami, where the Dilley cases are now being heard. At the urging of firm leadership, Jones Day continues to accept new matters on a weekly basis. To date, the firm has litigated six cases to final status, prevailing for their clients in each instance.

With an office in San Antonio, the firm of Akin Gump was in a unique position to respond to the family detention crisis. Focusing its efforts on Karnes, the firm began to pursue release from detention for its new clients there and to support a larger network of pro bono attorneys handling custody cases. The firm rented office space near the facility and assigned a recently admitted lawyer to work full-time at the Karnes detention center.
CARA on the ground in Dilley, funded by CLINIC, also volunteered in Artesia and then moved from Ohio to south Texas to take on this work. A small staff oversees weekly teams of anywhere from three to fifteen volunteers, including attorneys, paralegals, interpreters, graduate students, law students, and clergy.

The volunteers pay their own airfare and lodging, and dedicate an average of 19 hours a day for a full week. The volunteers, as a group, see as many as 80 to 100 clients a day. Volunteers, whose knowledge of asylum law varies widely, are trained for 3.5 hours before entering the facility and are then thrust into the role of decision-maker, acting as the primary representative for a given client, going through the intake interview, uploading relevant documents to the database, and preparing affidavits, motions, bond documents, and letters of support, all while struggling with slow Wi-Fi hotspots, a sluggish printer/scanner, and no cell phone access. The volunteers have also lost valuable time hauling files and supplies in and out of the facility in a Radio Flyer wagon at the beginning and end of each day because there is no secure on-site attorney workspace.

The CARA project currently assists clients in preparing for credible fear and reasonable fear interviews, review of credible/reasonable fear determinations, full intake interviews following positive credible/reasonable fear findings, and custody redetermination hearing preparations. A single volunteer will work as many as 40 to 50 cases in a week before passing the load to the incoming group. All of the work product and supporting documentation are centralized in the database, so that, as one volunteer put it, if anyone is bitten by a rattlesnake, someone else can easily pick up where the last volunteer left off. As time passes and some of the women reach their merits hearings, former CARA volunteers have offered to continue to represent the clients they saw while in south Texas. The network of former volunteers, having dispersed back to their home offices, continues to play a role in representing the detained women and children, either in using the database to remotely access files, draft motions, and file documents before the Immigration Judge, or in providing assistance to women who make bond and are released pending their merits hearing. There is a remote bond team coordinated out of Connecticut, a translation team coordinated out of Los Angeles, and a private practitioner in Miami who prints and files court documents every day. Despite these challenges, this network of remote attorneys, facing overwhelming logistical and economic hurdles, and compelled by the difficult and worsening conditions detainees face, is growing.

v. American Gateways

American Gateways conducts the Legal Orientation Program at both Karnes and Dilley. The organization has been involved with providing know-your-rights presentations at detention facilities in South Texas for many years. When the new family detention centers opened, the Department of Justice needed to expand its programming to those sites, and American Gateways began providing general legal orientation to the new arrivals. Staff attorneys provide a general overview of the immigration process, put on pro se workshops focused on bond hearings, merits hearings, asylum issues, and more. The attendees can also request short, individual sessions with the American Gateways attorneys, at which time the detainees are screened for possible pro bono referral. Most of those screened referrals are directed to the CARA attorneys. Some are directed to private pro bono attorneys in San Antonio and Austin with whom American Gateways works. Dozens of orientations have taken place both at Karnes and Dilley. More than 1400 detainees have attended the LOP sessions at Karnes and Dilley since the surge of border-crossings began last summer. American Gateways has a staff of just 20 people, yet between their various programs they serve facilities with more than 5000 detainees.
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